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SAY HELLO TO A  
BIG OPPORTUNITY

SODASTREAM IS GROWING TWICE AS FAST  
AS THE SPARKLING WATER CATEGORY

With consumption up 38%,1 outpacing category growth of 17%,2 
SodaStream is the #1 sparkling water brand in Canada.3  And with  

1 million machines already in Canadian homes,4 you’ve got an  
opportunity that’s almost too big to believe. 

 

1. Aggregated in-store consumption data, SodaStream Carbonators, 52 weeks to Dec 2017 / 2. Nielsen MarketTrack, Carbonat-
ed Water, National all Channels, 52 weeks to Apr 1, 2017 / 3. Euromonitor, Bottled Water Category, 52 weeks to Dec 2016 /  

4. SodaStream internal sales data to Feb 2017
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It is a truly revealing statement about the enduring appeal of physical stores
that online sales in all retail formats has only reached slightly over eight per cent
— despite a mobile phone penetration in Canada now approaching 70 per cent
— and even much less in grocery where it is closer to three per cent. 

This is not to say that Canadian grocers are in any way being complacent
about developing their online business. As we all know, the arrival of Amazon in
the grocery space has been a source of much consternation. Loblaw, who has the
most to lose, is accelerating its grocery e-commerce push by offering extensive
cybershopping options by the end of the year in a rebranding effort on its Click
& Collect program. This will now be PC Express and expanded to more than
700 stores by the end of 2018, from about 200 last year. It is also expanding its
home delivery service in partnership with Instacart to 16 markets in Canada by
year’s end from 11 today. Sobeys, meanwhile, is teaming up with British online
grocery specialist Ocado Group PLC to build sophisticated central distribution
centres with robots for its e-commerce operations. 

Despite all the bravado from Amazon and scramble from traditional retailers to
get into the e-commerce space, however, stores are still dynamic and continue to
attract all demographics. A recent report from PwC Canada found that Generation
Z (18 to 24 years old) are spending more time in physical retail stores, and even
using the retail experience to socialize, interact, and be entertained. The report,
based on a survey conducted with more than 1,000 Canadian respondents, shows
that customers continue to spend their disposable income in physical stores,
where they can have a more engaging in-person experience versus online shopping. 

Retailers are now focusing on creating ‘showroom’ spaces where customers can
enjoy experiences and interact with the product. Moreover, emerging technologies,
such as AI and advanced analytics, are helping retailers improve sales productivity,
labour allocation, customer engagement and retention while building a more customer-
focused value chain. Retailers who embrace these technologies to enhance the
in-store experience have been posting the
best growth rates over the last three years.
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Whistler Water Internationally
Recognized For Quality and Taste

Canadian-owned and -operated Whistler Water has been recog-
nized with another international prestigious award — the 2018
Monde Selection Grand Gold Quality Award. “International recogni-
tion of our exceptional Canadian glacier water is a wonderful
acknowledgment for our brand and of our product quality,” says
Whistler Water COO, Bruce Gemmell. “This is an award in which the
whole team at Whistler Water takes great pride.”

Coca-Cola Canada Announces
Strategic Investment In New
Production Facility To Bring Dairy
Innovation To Canada 

Coca-Cola Canada announced an $85M
CAD investment to build a new production
facility in Peterborough, Ontario. The facility
will provide new production capabilities
starting with fairlife Ultrafiltered Milk, a lac-
tose free milk containing nine essential
nutrients, with 50 per cent more protein
and 50 per cent less sugar than traditional
milk. Working closely with Dairy Farmers of
Ontario, Canada will be the first internation-
al market for fairlife products. 

T&T Supermarkets’ Cindy and Tina Lee
Receive RCC’s 2018 Canadian Grand Prix
Trailblazer Lifetime Achievement Award

Retail Council of  Canada  (RCC) has named T&T Supermarkets’
founder  Cindy Lee  and CEO  Tina Lee  as the winners of the 2018 Cana-
dian Grand Prix Trailblazer Lifetime Achievement Award.

RCC’s Canadian Grand Prix Trailblazer Lifetime Achievement Award
recognizes individuals or families who have demonstrated outstanding
service and dedication to the Canadian retail and grocery industry.
Recipients reflect the industry’s spirit of community and trust. They

demonstrate a strong
commitment to inno-
vation — both in their
company’s products
and the leadership
they provide within
their organization.

Cindy Lee’s  vision
and tireless work with
her team to create an
unrivaled authentic

Asian food experience continues 25 years after opening her first stores
in 1993.   When Cindy retired in 2014, the legacy cemented by the
mother was furthered by her eldest daughter. Tina, who took over as
CEO, and is leading with a people-oriented, purpose-driven management
style that anticipates consumers’ increasing demands for the highest
quality goods. Today, T&T Supermarkets is the largest Asian grocer
in Canada, and by the end of 2018, will have 27 locations nationwide. T&T
is widely regarded as one of the best Asian grocery chains in the world.

In-Store Experiences Attract More
Gen Z Shoppers than Online

Generation Z (18 to 24 years old) are spending more time in
physical retail stores but the reasons why may surprise you.
Beyond the traditional focus on shopping for their favourite
products, this generation is using the retail experience to social-
ize, interact, and be entertained, according to PwC Canada.

According to the report, 58 per cent of consumers prefer to
spend their disposable income on products while 42 per cent spend
it on experiences.  Of those, Gen Z prefer spending their money on
experiences like socializing with family and friends (71 per cent),
events (55 per cent) and travelling/vacations (51 per cent).  

“Stores are moving away from shelves and registers to create
entertaining and engaging retail spaces. In a bid to continue to
attract the next generation of consumers to physical stores,
retailers are focused on creating ‘showroom’ spaces where cus-
tomers can enjoy experiences and interact with the product.
Generation Z customers indicate they will keep coming back to
their favourite brands because of the full in-store experience,”
says Myles Gooding, national retail leader, PwC Canada.

The report also finds that emerging technologies, such as AI and
advanced analytics, are helping retailers improve sales productiv-
ity, labour allocation, customer engagement and retention while
building a more customer-focused value chain. As indicated in
PwC Canada’s Digital IQ Survey, retailers who value customer-fac-
ing technology activities report revenue growth and profit margin
increases above five per cent for the past three years.

“Emerging technology is providing retailers with even greater
insights on their customer base to gain a better understanding
of their habits and needs. It allows them to predict customer
preferences more accurately, sharpen the assortment, and pro-
vide customers with the experience they want from their
favourite brands,” adds Gooding.

“Everyone agrees that the use of technology has become a
staple in the retail sector, and that retailers are now wondering
what their digital IQ is,” said Sonia Boisvert, partner and nation-
al retail and consumer leader at PwC Canada. “The more retail-
ers develop their technological capabilities, the more easily
they will be able to achieve growth and increase profits.
Whether it is through AI, data analytics, behavioural economics
or, even better, the combination of many of these technologies,
retailers need to understand their consumers, sometimes bet-
ter than themselves, and offer them an experience they will
want to have over and over again.” 

BEST CHEESE IN THE WEST GOES TO BOTHWELL CHEESE

Bothwell Cheese is celebrating after their Non-GMO Project Verified Old White Cheddar
took home the award for Best West Cheese at the Canadian Cheese Awards held on June
6, 2018, in Toronto, Ontario.

This is the second big win for the Non-GMO Cheddars, which also took home first place
at the British Empire Cheese Awards in 2017.

“Bothwell Cheese is the first Canadian cheese manufacturer to receive the non-GMO Pro-
ject Verified status, so it’s more than exciting when we receive awards for a product that we
worked really hard to create,” said Nathan Dueck, cheesemaker at Bothwell Cheese.

The Old White Cheddar,  which is aged for a minimum of 9 months, is made with milk
from cows fed non-GMO verified crops, giving it a distinctively sharp and recognizable
flavour. It is sold in grocery stores across Canada. 

Aurora Appoints Moscato
Joe Moscato has been appointed vice-presi-

dent of national sales for Aurora Importing.
Moscato has a track record of proven industry
successes leading sales teams across Canada for
multi-brand, multi-category industry leader I.D.
Foods. Reporting in to Moscato will be David

Palmieri and his Montreal sales team, Barry McKee and his Vancou-
ver (EDOKO) sales team as well as Mike Attardo, Gus Mosgopoulos
and all Ontario sales personal. 

Lilydale Celebrates 75 Years
of Proudly Nourishing Canadians

Lilydale is celebrating an
important milestone — 75
years in business! Lilydale is
amongst Canada’s most
remarkable business success
stories with innovative prod-
ucts such as fully cooked,
ready to eat carved poultry
or Ancient Grains breaded
turkey strips. 

“Lilydale has become and remains one of Canada’s favourite
fresh and further processed poultry product manufacturers
because of the dedication, passion and hard work of all the
employees, past and present, who tirelessly worked to grow its
presence and provide high quality and delicious poultry prod-
ucts,” said Wendy Harris, director, marketing for the Lilydale
brand at Sofina Foods Inc., which acquired Lilydale in 2012.

RELIABLE FOOD
PROCESSING EQUIPMENT

www.birosaw.com

Md. B300M
12” Manual Feed Slicer Md. B350Comfort

13 3/4” Semi-Automatic
Single-Speed Slicer

Md. B350A
13 3/4” Semi-Automatic

Multi-Speed Slicer
Md. B350M

13 3/4” Manual Feed Slicer
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SunRype Offers Healthy Snacks Through Mamas for
Mamas’ Sustainable Nourishment Program

Sun-Rype Products Ltd. have partnered with Mamas for
Mamas charitable organization. Over the next 12 months,
SunRype will provide Mamas for Mamas, through
their  Sustainable Nourishment Program, SunRype Good
Bites, and 1L containers of SunRype Pure Apple Juice.
“For over 70-years SunRype has continued to evolve as a
company, and we have innovated to meet the changing
needs of Canadians,” said Barb Broder, consumer commu-
nications manager, SunRype Products Ltd. “Our vision is
to help families live healthier and happier lives, and Sun-
Rype understands the importance of community and giv-
ing back. Families and community are at the heart of Sun-
Rype, and our partnership with Mamas for Mamas
addresses the changing landscape for struggling families
across Canada.”

Olymel Announces the Acquisition of Ontario
Company Pinty’s Delicious Foods Inc.

Olymel L.P. executives are announcing the acquisition of all the shares
of Pinty’s Delicious Foods Inc., an Ontario poultry slaughtering and pro-
cessing company that specializes in fully cooked products and other
related products. Headquartered in Burlington, Ontario, Pinty’s employs
360 people. The company operates three processing plants, respectively
located in Port Colborne, Paris, and Oakville, Ontario. Pinty’s markets its
products throughout Canada and the United States under the brands Pinty’s Food Service, Pinty’s Pub
& Grill, Pinty’s Eat Well, Pinty’s Perfect Portions and Pinty’s Delicious Food Inc. 

“Olymel is confident that this transaction will benefit our development and growth. We are proud to
welcome the employees of Pinty’s Delicious Foods Inc. Over the past 70 years, Pinty’s has developed
great expertise on the Canadian and American markets by offering innovative and exclusive products
under brand names that have become extremely popular with many consumers and customers.”

Sobeys and Safeway Hit Send on
Summer with New Campaign

Sobeys and Safeway launched a new television commercial as part of
its “Get More Summer” fully integrated marketing campaign. Helping
Canadians embrace all of summer’s possibilities with choice products
and fresh ideas, the campaign includes a mix of television, product inte-
gration on the Marilyn Denis Show, social videos, hundreds of digital
and social advertising placements, an inspirational summer magazine
and in-store activations. “Summer in Canada is fleeting and we know
our customers want to get the most out of it,” said Trinh Tham, vice-
president, integrated marketing, Sobeys Inc. 

“With this campaign, we’re recognizing that a filled grocery bag is
more than just food — it’s an entire weekend of possibilities, experi-

ences and memories. We want to help our customers fill their bag with tender steaks and laughter, ice
cream and brain freeze, burgers and cannonballs.” 

GRACE FOODS PRESENTS CHEQUE TO THE CANADIAN RED CROSS

Lucky Lankage, president and CEO of Grace Foods Canada presented a
$10,000 cheque to the Canadian Red Cross in an official cheque giving cere-
mony at the Grace Canada Headquarters. The ceremony was a part of Grace’s
ongoing charitable support for the communities and causes they support
throughout the year. Naser Malik, acting director, corporate partnerships of the
Canadian Red Cross was on hand to accept the generous donation. 

“At Grace Foods Canada Inc., it is our commitment to give back to the
community. We are so proud to be able to donate $10,000 to the Canadian
Red Cross from the proceeds of our successful promotion of Grace Jerk Sauces
& Seasonings. Our loyal consumers helped us make this possible,” says
Lankage, of Grace Foods Canada Inc.

September 15-16, 2018
CHFA East
Metro Toronto Convention Centre, 
South Building, Toronto, ON
https://chfa.ca

October 21-25, 2018
SIAL Paris
Paris Nord Villepinte
Paris, France
www.sialparis.com

October 23-24, 2018
Grocery Innovations
Canada
Toronto Congress Centre. Toronto, ON
https://groceryinnovations.cfig.ca

February 21-24, 2019
CHFA West
Vancouver Convention Centre, 
West Building. Vancouver, BC
https://chfa.ca

April 1-2, 2019
Grocery & Specialty
Food West
Vancouver Convention Centre
Vancouver, BC
https://gsfshow.cfig.ca

April 30-May2, 2019
SIAL Canada
Enercare Centre, Toronto, ON
https://sialcanada.com
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“The Only Constant is Change” —  Frank Lovsin

Just Gettin’ Going…
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Through the over 60 years since its founding, Freson Bros. has adapted and changed to remain a leader in
Western Canada’s grocery industry. From staying ahead of the technology curve to designing and building
the most advanced stores, the Freson Bros. model has continued to evolve. The company is the largest,

family owned independent grocery chain in Alberta.  
“What we are doing is changing a bit of the game” says Founder Frank

Lovsin, referring to how the company has been transforming the at
times mundane task of grocery shopping into a food experience that
rivals anything found in Canada, Europe or elsewhere. “We are very
happy with the direction of the company and it is shown in the
appreciation we are getting from the community.” 
Indeed, Freson Bros. has been changing “a bit of the game” since its

founding. It has been recognized by numerous community awards, awards
from the Canadian Federation of Independent Grocers and has even
received international recognition with the 2015 National Grocers
Association Creative Choice Award for Marketing in the Best Integrated
Marketing Campaign category. 
Although Frank Lovsin is now 84 years old and spends time travelling,

he has not slowed down and can still be found most days at the corporate
office in Stony Plain. 
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WESTERN CANADA’S
MOST FAMOUS 
INDEPENDENT 
GROCERY FAMILY 
FRESON BROS.
HAS OPENED THEIR
16TH STORE IN 
FORT SASKATCHEWAN. 
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Sons Mike, chairman, Doug, president
and Ken, vice-president IT, head up the
primary corporate team with a staff
over 1,100. They are joined on the
management team by Vice-President
Finance Shawn Gavigan, Vice-President
HR Frank Fajardo, Director Centre Store
& Meat Brian Petty, Director Produce Dan
Pazder, Director Deli & Bakery Jay
Cummings, Director Store Planning Jory
Weed, Director Marketing Krystal Gray,
and Operation Specialists Laura Johnston,
Lesleah Horvat, Allan Tang, Suzanne
Noddin, and Thomas Huneberg. 

With a goal of operating 20 stores within
10 years, the company, in the words of
Doug Lovsin, “is just gettin’ going” on
their mission to deliver a Unique Alberta
Food Experience to markets in Alberta.
They are going to do it by developing
highly skilled artisans within their stores

and by catering to Albertans’ support for
local foods, while offering an unparalleled
shopping experience. 
Plans are already well under way for

opening in Edmonton on Rabbit Hill Road.
The new Fort Saskatchewan store

incorporates the latest advancements in
grocery store design with many elements
uniquely representing Freson Bros. vision
of creating a canvas with multiple food
experiences in a Fresh Market concept.
The idea is to create stores within a store
each presenting its own unique customer
experience. “We call it version 1.5. Our
Rabbit Hill location in Edmonton will be
2.5. It will be advanced from Stony Plain
and Fort Saskatchewan,” says Doug.
The Lovsins began incorporating many

of these new ideas when they constructed
the Stony Plain store in 2013. The guiding
principle there was to offer great quality
food, as much as possible sourced locally,
within a fresh market concept while paying
attention to the small details and the
value of human connection. Entering the
store, customers are greeted by the bustle
of a fresh market showcasing a wide variety

Left to Right : Frank Lovsin, Agnes Lovsin,
Mayor Gail Katchur,  Rose Lovsin, 
Dan Lovsin

Left to Right : Ken Lovsin, Frank Lovsin, Agnes Lovsin, Mayor Gail Katchur, Dan Lovsin, 
Rose Lovsin Doug Lovsin, Mike Lovsin

WELCOME TO YOUR
NEW HOME!



Successful partnerships grow
out of great friendships.

Congratulations
 to Freson Bros. on the

 opening of your new location!

Successful partnerships grow
out of great friendships.

Congratulations
 to Freson Bros. on the

 opening of your new location!
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gluten free products.  Banj’s smokehouse
was incorporated and products such as
bacon, sausage rings, jerky, pepperoni and
jerky snacks are all made on-site with
only top-quality Alberta beef and pork.
Butchers cut and prepare meats in full
view of the customer also in an open
market concept. One of the most innovative
features of the Stony Plain store was the
vast selection and presentation of prepared

14 WWW.WESTERNGROCER.COM

of fresh produce called the Market Garden.
and can flow easily around departments.
The centre of the store was reduced in
size in favour of the perimeter housing
the fresh departments. 
Product assortment was greatly

expanded with organics, natural foods and

Store Manager, Kerry Waldo and Doug Lovsin

Staff member on opening day.
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foods. The area features a 70-seat
restaurant and a Butcher’s Cookhouse,
“Our answer to bringing hard-working,
home-cooking food to busy Alberta
families,” says Doug. 
The Fort Saskatchewan store, which

employs a staff of 150, has been very well
received.  As they were with past store
developments, Freson Bros. were very
careful to assess the needs of the Fort
Saskatchewan community and engage them
in the process. “Mayor Gale Katchur was
very instrumental in facilitating the work
and the whole community was excited
about the store coming to town,” says
Doug. This is echoed by Fort Saskatchewan
Store Manager Kerry Waldo, who
commented that he has never seen a larger
turn-out at any of the company’s grand
openings before. 

One of the most remarkable features of
the Fort Saskatchewan store is how the
Lovsins have re-thought both the perimeter
sections and centre of store, which in
recent years has become challenged. For
example, they have located what can only
be described as an old-fashioned candy
shoppe — the likes of which would make
any young girl or boy salivate — in the
centre instead of the traditional dry goods
selection.  Additionally, the candy shoppe

Frank Lovsin 
- Grocery Visionary

Since 1955, Lovsin has been involved
in everything from Rotary Club of Peace
River to Toastmasters, the Chamber
of Commerce, Alberta Energy, the
Alberta’s Premier’s Council, Fairview
College and minor hockey. His awards
include Peace River Citizen of the
Year, Alberta Small Business of the
Year, the Queen
Elizabeth Golden
Jubilee Medal,
and the Alberta
Lieutenant
Governor’s Silver
Medal. In
December of
2008, he
received the

most prestigious award one can
receive: The Order of Canada… “for
his contribution as a volunteer,
philanthropist and entrepreneur
who has served as a vocal advocate
for his community in regional and
provincial affairs.”

Recognizing the commitment of
the original partners and the vision
of Frank Lovsin to build a strong
foundation and respond to the need
for growth, the company has shown
success adapting to the changing
competitive marketplace. 

His adage, “The only constant is
change,” is as true today as it was over
60 years ago. Hard work, creative grit,
and integrity have been guiding
principles for Freson Bros. since the
beginning. “Connecting with family
and the comfort of home, supporting
our communities, and celebrating our
heritage have, and will continue to be,
the soul of this company.”

“Connecting with family and the
comfort of home, supporting our
communities, and celebrating our
heritage have, and will continue to
be, the soul of this company.”

For your exceptional dedication and service 

to the supermarket industry, to the communities you serve, 

and to the countless shoppers who visit your retail stores.

Thank you for allowing Hussmann to partner with you 

through the years, and for your continued trust 

as we support your future success.

Hussmann Canada Inc.   -   5 Cherry Blossom Road, Unit 3   -   Cambridge, Ontario N3H 4R7  -   Toll Free: 1.866.599.3299   -   www.hussmann.com 
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Synergy Projects Ltd. is proud to 
have been the Construction Manager

 for the Fort Saskatchewan 
FRESON BROS. Fresh Market
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features artisan chocolates — of which
many varieties are crafted in Alberta. Also
new to this location is a perimeter
innovation called “Frank’s Finest “which
Doug describes as a “food adventure zone”.
Following the idea of a “store within a

store”, the company converted their health
and beauty department into a “health
food store” called “Granny’s Wisdom”
featuring an innovative “symptomology
wall” where customers can co-relate
symptoms with health solutions. This focus
on health is now central to the Freson
Bros. offering and resonates with the
growing public concern over personal

health management.  The wall focuses
on questions relating to digestive,
heart, aging, immune system and joint
issues. The commitment to well-being in
Fort Saskatchewan Health & Wellness
department was solidified with the
introduction of a nutritionist to manage
the department “This is a concept we may
take to the other stores,” says Doug.
The advancements within the Produce

department includes doubling the size of
a root cellar where root vegetables are
kept in a refrigerated room and a wide
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range of fermented products such as
sauerkraut, kimchee and kombucha can
be purchased. A children’s table featuring
fresh fruit for any coin (donation to the
Food Bank) has been a hit with kids and
mom alike.  The bakery is anchored by a
cold fermentation program — the old way
of baking.  Freson Bros. famous sourdough
harkens back to the days when bread was
made from only flour, water and salt.  It
uses only Alberta flour in the bakery,
while the deli and the hot food area serves
restaurant quality food prepared in the
kitchen cooking only Alberta beef, pork
and chicken.  Unlike most restaurants,
Freson Bros. never uses frozen meat from
a foodservice provider.  All the meat is
slow-cooked traditionally or in their
Southern Pride smoker oven. The result is
product prepared for their cold entrée
case and their hot buffet which features
a menu changed daily.  In this store, there
is a 20-foot salad bar with a 75-seat
restaurant with a fireplace.  Banj’s
Smokehouse makes a variety of products
right in the meat department.
The company works tirelessly on

sourcing local products that will help
differentiate their offering. “Trying to
raise the profile of Alberta products,”
Freson Bros. prides themselves on offering
one of the largest selections of locally
sourced Alberta products in the community
including an abundant offering of Alberta
produced kombucha. 
They expanded the footprint of the The

Bakers Pantry — and combined baking
ingredients with kitchen tools in an

adjacent area that includes a 20 ft.
“inspiration wall” focusing, once again,
on unique products. 
The bakery now concentrates exclusively

on sourdough products all made from
scratch in-house called “Mother Dough
Bread Co.”  It is a three-day process to
make the sourdough.  And the traditional
cake program was replaced by a ‘Torte”
program, inspired by Agnes Lovsin’s
grandmothers experience in a Vienna bakery.
To round out the food experience, Freson

Bros. created the “Father Dough Pizza” pro-
gram. The pizza is a traditional thin crust
pizza made from their world-famous
sourdough bread. As indicated by Doug, the
pizza has been a hit with young and old,
and anyone who enjoys a great pizza pie.

(Above) Deli department
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For the first time, this Freson Bros.
store features a fully licensed restaurant
serving up classic comfort food, along
with select Alberta craft beers and sodas,
which you can buy and drink in-store. In
the words of Frank, they “are bringing
civility to food and drink.”
The grocery store boasts a couple other

firsts. It’s the first to open on that side of
Fort Saskatchewan and the first to be
open for 24 hours. 

“We know the world doesn’t need another
grocery store, that’s why we built Freson
Bros. Fresh Market. We are extremely excited
to share and showcase what we value and
what makes us different in the community
of Fort Saskatchewan,” said Doug.
Edmonton’s location, which should open

within a few years, may even have a bit
more than that. “We’re going to push the
envelope a little bit, more in the food side,
for the Rabbit Hill location,” says Doug.
According to Mike, who has been

heading up the store expansion program
by securing ideal real estate, working with
developers and contractors and other
suppliers, the plans for Edmonton are
already well under way. ‘We expect to be
on target for Edmonton in 2020 and this
store will be even a step above what we
did in Fort Saskatchewan.” 
Freson Bros. has set plans to grow to

20 stores within the next 10 years. “We
feel if we can continue to meet the needs
of the consumer we will grow and expand
in Alberta into markets outside of
Edmonton metro and of course we will
keep an eye on expansion even beyond
our traditional marketplace,” says Doug.
Perhaps even outside the province.●



intimidating. For sure, there are certain
tricks we can do to increase our following
and influence but just like anything I am
guided by three simple questions I ask
myself in business: Who? What? Which?

Who?
Who is your target market? Similar to

how we adjust our branding, our packaging
and our product displays; this applies for
social media. Who are the people that
keep the lights on for your company and
who will continue to? Understanding this
will push brands to decide which social
media network to utilize and the
messaging. I think some of the brands
that have done well are Shoppers Drug
Mart and Whole Foods. 
Shoppers Drug Mart knows that their

cosmetics sale outside of prescription drugs
is highest. This led them to understand

that their target market were female and
beauty boutique shoppers. So their entire
messaging targets to that audience. 

What?
What value do you provide? Not just

your product but your message and your
content? How do you influence your
audience? Many companies offer this in
different format. From coupons, discount
offerings, contests, and education. 
I am surprised that more groceries are

not utilizing their social media tools to
share recipes and reaching out to them
(their customers) to showcase how to use
the products that they offer. 
WholeFoods does an amazing job of

providing great content. On their
Instagram, they use the stories to let their
audience know their offerings, new
products, and food trends. Their photos
are beautiful and inspiring. 
Some companies use Twitter to create

the company personality. Take a look at
Wendy’s for example. They were witty and
“throwing down shades” (Slang for “trash
talk”) and speaking to their audience. Heck,
this Nevada teen broke a (twitter retweet)
record to get chicken nuggets for life! This
provided audience with humour and they
related to the Wendy’s brand1.
BUT some companies use twitter as a

customer service tool, providing additional
value to their customers. Hilton Hotel
does this well with their @HiltonHelps
(twitter handle). This creates an
opportunity to showcase their customer
engagement and service which minimizes
angry customers; and studies have showed
that this can increase 19 per cent in
customer satisfaction2. 
Companies often write whitepapers or

have guest influencers to share information
in detail as well. So how do we maximize
the value? This leads me to the next
question. 

Which?
Which one do you use? What is your

twitter used for? What is your Instagram
feed? What is your facebook profile? As
more social media tools become more and
more available, users are picking and selecting
their social media tool of choice. I think, as
a brand, we need to do that as well. I do

believe it’s important to own all the brand
handles as they are considered an asset;
but knowing which tools to use will maximize
how we connect with our audience.
Different audiences use different tools.

Snapchat — once considered a threat to
facebook; and where they owned the
market for daily image and video stories
—  have lost $1.3 billion by one tweet3;
and another $800 million by criticism by
Rihanna4; which led their audience to
walk away and move over to Instagram. 
PEW Research centre did analysis in

2016 to see the breakdown of social media
audiences for different tools5 on these
tools also help us decide which tools to
decide and where your audience is. 
These questions are just basic foundation

that have guided me in determining my
strategies and that has led me to stay
engaged with my audience. I think as people,
who are able to influence what goes into
the audience’s body, we should be wary and
understanding of our responsibilities and
how we engage with our audiences.  ●
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For this column, I’ve decided to invite
a guest writer, Christine Hoh.  She
has been a contributing writer for The

Huffington Post and Thrive.  A millennial
herself, she currently holds two executive
positions in the CPG industry; and is active
in the community through various non-
profit organizations.  When I asked if she
would be interested in sharing her perspec-
tive of social media and its relevance to the
CPG industry, she shares the following:

Social media has been under much
scrutiny lately because of the false
information aka “Fake news” that has
been going around. However, I can’t help
but to think that this only highlights the
power of social media. We have to
understand that social media is a
communication tool — a powerful one
but a tool nonetheless.  
In any industry, it is becoming more

and more a main source of information

SOCIAL MEDIA Presented by Ken Kwong

SocialMedia: 
How It Should Be Used, from a 

Millennial’s Perspective
Guest Columnist: 
Christine Hoh is an entrepreneur and
strategist, specializing in SAAS, start ups
and consumer goods.  She has worked
with tech companies including 
MailChannels and Dropsuite.  She is a
member of the Women’s Executive 
network.  She was also a contributing
and published writer for The Huffington
Post and Thrive.  The opinions expressed
in this column are solely the writer’s own
and do not necessarily represent those
of this publication.  Ken can be reached
at ken@kenkwong.com. Christine can be
reached at email@christinehoh.com

1 https://www.cbsnews.com/news/carter-wilkinson-wendys-free-nuggets-twitter-retweet-record/
2 https://www.forbes.com/sites/shephyken/2016/04/30/how-to-use-twitter-for-customer-service/#2461bbd949f2
3 http://time.com/5170990/kylie-jenner-snapchat-stock-value/
4 http://money.cnn.com/2018/03/16/technology/snapchat-stock-rihanna/index.html
5 http://www.pewinternet.org/2016/11/11/social-media-update-2016/
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and in our industry, I am a firm believer
that this is a big way for any organizations
to create personal experience and deliver
our message for mass audience. 
In 2017, it was believed that millennials

represented $200 billion in buying power
in the U.S. In Canada, they make up 35
per cent of the workforce; and this year,
they are expected to have the most
spending power of any generation. So how
do we capture this audience? Social media. 
As a millennial myself, social media is

just part of my life. It’s one of the first
things I open next to my email in the
morning and it is something I check every
few hours. It is the only tool I have willingly
signed up to receive advertisements because
I find value in engaging with brands. 
But how do we use social media? I often

find that traditional industries can
overcomplicate social media or find it

C
ourtesy of S
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What’s in style along with cool backpacks, funky notebooks
and the latest smartphone when it comes to back-to-
school? Healthy snacks and lunches. The new healthy is

far from carrot and celery sticks mind you. As back to school 2018
approaches, kids still want enviable food that tastes great while
those shopping want value, natural food and unique options. 
Mark Ferris, director of marketing for Materne Canada (best

known for GoGo SqueeZ) says “There truly is a lot of innovation
happening right now. The products that you’re seeing in healthy
snacking is the result of shoppers who are now more engaged
and they’re shopping with more of a conscience.”
According to Ferris, school lunches are about simple ingredients

and simple messaging with great taste. 
“Snacking is a bit of a combination. You want to satisfy that

need for a snack, but there’s also a desire to indulge a bit.
I think healthier snacking is just part of an overall macro trend.”
Others are also seeing the movement towards healthier lunch

items grow from a fad to a commonplace expectation, especially
when it comes to back-to-school. 
Jackie Mendoza, senior brand manager with Ocean Brands

notes the company’s SnacKits products are aligned to consumer
expectations. “We recognize the need for health and convenience
nowadays,” she says. “Especially when everyone is busy and
has little time to prepare meals.”
No matter the food category — from protein to fruit and

everything in between — the movement away from sugar heavy,
allergen loaded and empty calorie foods has become the expectation.
Jim Gabrowski, vice-president of marketing for Well•Pict Berries
notes the 2017 School Nutrition Trends Report found that 56.3
per cent of school districts have been serving items with cleaner
labels, while more districts are placing an emphasis on
accommodating special diets and limiting sugar intake. Ferris
adds that in snacks, fruit is up 63 per cent from 2016.
“We obviously feel this is more in the right direction,”

Gabrowski says. “We want to see more of it. Eating healthy
doesn’t have to be expensive or complicated or boring.”
Anthony Morello, president with Aurora Importing and

Distribution, has seen a significant jump in “no artificial
flavours” and “no artificial colours” and finds that today’s
consumer is reading the ingredient panels, paying close attention
to what’s in the products. 

BACK TO SCHOOL

By Ronda Payne

Courtesy of Shutterstock



This is echoed by Barb Grant, director
of marketing with SunRype, who says
consumer skepticism is high when reading
those labels.
“Mintel reports that a mere one in five

Canadian adults trust the health claims on
food and/or beverage packaging,” she says.
“At SunRype, we have a simple philosophy.
We believe if you can’t pronounce it, you
probably shouldn’t eat it.” 
Retailers can play a significant role in

helping consumers make better choices,
being educated about those choices and
feeling good about what goes in the
backpack or briefcase come September. 
Brenda Kirk, vice-president, centre of

store and drugstore merchandising with
Overwaitea Food Group notes health has
moved to the number two spot in consumer
concerns in 2017 (after being in third
place in 2016). 
“There was a time when health trends

were adopted by those with dietary needs
but today’s consumers are looking to
nutrition as a source of living a healthier
lifestyle,” she says. “The traditional school
lunch has changed.”
Grant has seen this shift as well, and

sees snacks as a key component of a school
lunch. “It can be really frustrating when
school lunches come home uneaten,” she
says. “Because you want your kids to eat
right and avoid waste.”
Kirk sees things like nutrition, convenience

and snacking are heavily influencing what
kids are eating. That information is coming
at them at an early age. 
“Parents are looking for whole foods,

healthy snacks and foods free from
[artificial or added] colours, sugar, sodium
and fat when making lunch box choices,”
she adds. “Growing ethnic diversity is also
making the flavours change along with
the explosion of our food culture.” 
It’s a difficult balance for retailers to

provide what consumers want and need
while also ensuring diversity but, it’s
essential to get it right. What happens
the week before, and week of, back-to-
school often sets the tone for what student
taste buds and purchaser habits will be
like for the remainder of the year. 
Kirk advises retailers to be part of the

digital journey many consumers are on to

find what they want. Digital and in-store
promotions need to align to make the back-
to-school shopping experience easier. Both
types of merchandising are key to helping
families find not only the staples, but also
new products that could become staples.
“Retailers need to make more use of

display-ready vehicles, such as prepacks,
to help drive and generate impulse sales
and perhaps be more selective on allowing
some of the marketing materials and
header cards on those prepacks that
highlight the right messages and callouts,
such as ‘school-friendly,’ ‘nut-free’, ‘non-
dairy’, ‘vegan,’ etc.,” Morello says. “Parents
are definitely wanting the best for their
children and want to ensure they eat as
healthy as possible.”
Even berries can be part of the back-

to-school display drive. Grabowski shares
that when berries are prominently
displayed it creates a slight jump in all
produce sales. 
“Cross-marketing is a valuable tool to

implement as parents get ready for the
back-to-school push,” he says. “Suggest

Fizzing Up some Fun
Kids always want something when they burst through the door after school. Instead of high-sugar pop

or juice, SodaStream is an alternative that gives kids (and adults) fizz, but without the massive amounts
of sugar. Using tap water and a SodaStream sparkling water maker, families create their own sparkling
water in seconds right with the simple touch of a button.

As the No.1 sparkling water maker brand, SodaStream is the ideal addition to healthy beverage retail
lines. It’s a fun, healthy, customizable option to buying cans or bottles of pre-made products. SodaStream
sparkling water makers appeal to families who are looking to cut back on their sugar consumption and look-
ing for greater control over their calorie intake while reducing other undesirable ingredients. It’s also a cost-
effective, environmentally-friendly option that eliminates the abundance of bottles and cans that don’t
always make it into the recycling bin. In 2017 SodaStream stopped the disposal of 136 million plastic cans
and bottles in Canada and with the recent sale of its millionth machine they are on track to stop even more.

Canadians drink an average of 515 glasses of SodaStream sparkling water per minute. The stat aligns
with the efforts of many Canadians to improve their own health and that of their family — whether it’s an
effort to lose weight, eat a more balanced diet or simply create healthy living patterns. 

With SodaStream, users consume 26 per cent more water using an attractive appliance that comes in
various colours and takes up minimal counter space.  The FIZZI One Touch is SodaStream’s newest electrice and automatic sparkling
water maker that transforms your ordinary tap water into fresh sparkling water.
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Overwaitea Food Group knows
that nutrition, convenience 
and snacking are heavily 
influencing lunches.

Well-Pict Berries notes that 
prominently displaying berries 

can create a jump in produce sales.
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easy meal options by placing comple-
mentary items like nut butter and tortillas
or red onion and balsamic reduction right
near your strawberry display. Maybe even
include recipe ideas.”
With SunRype’s new Good Bites adding

to the company’s snack portfolio, Grant
sees displays as key to driving sales. “Back-
to-school is a busy time and reminding
Mom to pick up juices and snacks is
important,” she says. 

Additional off-shelf displays are an
important element in the merchandising
mix according to Mendoza. “It would be
easier to find our products. Our SnacKits
are perfect for school lunches because they
are healthy, delicious and convenient.”
Questioning the typical schematics is a

suggestion from Ferris. “The
snacking section is in the
centre of the store typically,”
he says. “The centre of the
store is often the one with
the less foot traffic. Retailers
need to look at their tra-
ditional snacking categories
and ask themselves, does it
meet the needs of the
shopper. Like does pudding need 15 feet
of the snacking section. Maybe provide a
suggestion that helps Mom or Dad with
their shopping that works around five
days of snacking.”
New lunch options also include making

use of familiar food in new ways like
Grabowski’s suggestions to include berries
in savoury foods, as stand-alone snacks,
or included in salads and wraps. 
Retailers need to ensure their product mixes

align with shopper insights including today’s
concern with  allergies or dietary needs. 
“Things like dairy, wheat, nuts, food

colour are still a problem for many
children,” says Kirk. “Almost 500,000
Canadian children under the age of 18
have food allergies. Categories such as
juice, bread, granola bars are being

substituted for healthier
options such as water, whole
grain wraps and nuts/seeds
that contain nutritional
benefits. These choices, along
with products with simpler

ingredients, continue to grow.”
There is growth in sushi, bento boxes,

rice bowls, salad bowls and pho in lunch
choices along with hot trends like hummus
packs, fruit sauce pouches (like those from
Materne), meat and cheese packs, healthy
chips (kale, coconut) seaweed snacks and
kombucha. There is a decline in soft drinks
and milk as they are replaced with water,
sparkling water, sparkling tea (a new
SunRype product) and almond milk,
generally in reusable containers. 
“I am most excited about ingredient

transparency,” says Kirk. “The industry is
working towards cleaner ingredient decks
with simpler ingredients.”
This is great news for families that

continue to deal with allergies. Nut-free
has long been a concern overall, but other

allergens are certainly top-of-mind for
many shoppers. 
“The category most impacted is nuts

and nut products for sure,” says Morello.
“You are seeing more and more products
introduced that are nut-free, dairy-free,
lactose-free and gluten-free dealing with
the concerns around allergies. None,
however are as impactful as nut-free, which
has changed the rules for all students in
most schools today.”
Merchandising that anticipates needs

helps parents deal with their ongoing
challenges of allergies, diversity and healthier
options and will go a long way to establish
behaviours for the coming year of school
lunch and snacking purchases. By becoming
a helpful resource in the snack and lunch
space, retailers make themselves a partner
in family shopping.  ●

RETAIL COLLABORATION By Jeff Doucette

The date is official and as of October
17th, Canadians will be able to pur-
chase and consume cannabis thanks

to one of the most debated and anticipat-
ed decisions to be made by our current
federal government.
While the provinces and cities have been

busy for some time getting prepared to
distribute and enforce the sale of
recreational cannabis, there is still a lot to
learn and a lot to do in order to be ready
for the launch of this new “category” which
could see annual sales of $5 billion or more.

But what does this 
mean for supermarket
operators? 
On the surface the answer may appear to

be: “nothing at all.”
But looking deeper, the supermarket

industry actually has some direct and
indirect opportunities that will come out
of this emerging category.
The first wave of legalization will allow

the sale of cannabis but will not allow for
the sale of products that contain cannabis,
most notably, edibles. These products will
not come into the market as a finished
product for at least another year. 
While there will be a deluge of products

from cookies, to gummy bears to cannabis

infused beer launched in a second wave of
legalization, there will be a demand for
ways for Canadians to consume cannabis
without smoking it.
While it may seem like a cliché, one of

the most common formats for edibles is
the common brownie. One easy step for
retailers to take advantage of the cannabis
market is to focus on various baking mixes
that non-smokers will be looking for after
the first trip to the dispensary. 
This could be as simple as increasing the

assortment, display and promotion of
packaged baking products in the store
leading up to October 17th to build subtle
awareness that these products are available.
Innovative retailers may also develop

their own in-house baking mixes, sampling
them to shoppers over the next few weeks
and then making the take-home mixes
available for sale just ahead of the
legalization date.
However. communication to cannabis

users must be subtle. While selling brownie
mix is no different than selling the ginger
ale that is mixed with rye whisky (legal in
Western Canada since 1925), attitudes among
the shoppers who do not plan to use
recreational cannabis could be damaging
to your brand if in-store communication
goes against their moral stance. 
In addition to the “tactical” opportunity

noted above, the bigger “strategic”
opportunity will be observing how this new
category is brought to market, both in
overall brand building as well as retail
experiences.
The cannabis industry is rich in both

financial resources and brilliant talent

recruited from a range of industries;
all chasing the potentially huge profits
to be made. This “perfect storm” will
drive innovative branding and selling
approaches in what will still be a heavily
regulated category. 
By way of being the first major economy

to legalize cannabis, Canada is on the verge
of developing a branding and retail expertise
similar to the technology expertise
developed in Silicon Valley, which can then
be exported around the world as new
markets are legalized. There is a good chance
that the Gates or Jobs of the cannabis
industry will be Canadian.
Smart brand marketers and retailers in

the grocery industry will be very curious
to observe and learn from this wave of
innovation and quickly devise plans to
employ this learning to their own
businesses. You would do well to get out
and experience cannabis retail, even if
you don’t make a purchase. 
This is by far the biggest development in

consumer products since the end of
Prohibition nearly a century ago. The
opportunity is too big to be ignored and
like any gold rush there will be winners
and losers. In just a few weeks we will
start taking score.  ●

Jeff Doucette is the founder of “Field Agent Canada” a smartphone driven audit service that is 
revolutionizing how retail audits and mystery shops are completed in Canada. 
He can be reached at jeff.doucette@fieldagentcanada.com 

Supermarkets in a 
Legalized 
Cannabis World
OPPORTUNITIES EXIST AS A LARGE NEW CATEGORY EMERGES

SunRype’s Good Bites are new to the 
company’s snack portfolio.

Materne Canada knows
that school lunches are
about simple ingredients
and great taste.

Ocean Brands’ SnacKits recognizes the need
for health and convenience.



Food 

FRESH (PAR- BAKED) 
BRIDOR 
Au Pain Doré Origine Danish  

BAKING NEEDS & DRIED BAKERY  
HEARTLAND FOOD PRODUCTS GROUP
SPLENDA® Stevia No Calorie Sweetener  

BEVERAGES  
TWININGS® OF LONDON
Twinings® Exotic Mango and Ginger Green Tea  

CONDIMENTS & SAUCES  
AB WORLD FOODS 
Blue Dragon 3 Step  

CONFECTIONERY & SHELF STABLE
DESSERTS  
LAMONTAGNE CHOCOLATE INC.  
Lamontagne Collection  

DAIRY (MILK, YOGURT, CHEESE &
SPREADABLES)  
GAY LEA FOODS CO-OPERATIVE 
Nordica Smooth Cottage Cheese 

DELI MEATS AND CHEESES  
FINICA FOOD SPECIALTIES LTD 
Lenberg Farms

FROZEN OR REFRIGERATED PREPARED
FOODS & ENTREES   
BONDUELLE 
Spinach dip, artichoke and seasoning  

FRUITS, VEGETABLES AND PRODUCE
(FRESH, REFRIGERATED OR FROZEN)   
TERRA BEATA FARMS LTD.
40% Less Sugar Whole Dried Cranberrries  

MEAT, EGG & SEAFOOD FRESH
(REFRIGERATED OR FROZEN)  
BLEUMER
Cubes for tartar Sushi à la maison  

SHELF STABLE PREPARED
FOODS & ENTREES  
FOURMI BIONIQUE INC.
Nutbrown Grain Free  

SNACK (SAVOURY)  
LEFT FIELD FOODS
SPOKES Puffed Potato Snacks  

SNACK (SWEET)  
PRANA
Chocolate Bark  

Non-Food

BABY CARE  
BABY GOURMET FOODS INC.
Baby Gourmet- Shakers Nutritional Beverage  

GENERAL MERCHANDISE  
CARLTON CARDS
Sweet Eats

HEALTH CARE – ORAL HYGIENE  
SUNSTAR AMERICAS INC. (CANADA)
GUM® Flossers 

HEALTH CARE – OTC (OVER THE
COUNTER)  
NAMËNA BIOSCIENCES
IGNITE-SX

PAPER, PLASTIC & FOIL  
CASCADES TISSUE GROUP  
Cascades Fluff™  

PERSONAL CARE  
HAIN-CELESTIAL CANADA, ULC.
Jason® Dry Spray Deodorant  

Private Label 
– Food

BAKERY FRESH (PAR- BAKED)  
METRO BRANDS, G.P 
Irresistibles Apple, Maple and Cranberry Pie  

BAKING NEEDS & DRIED BAKERY  
SOBEYS INC.
Compliments Naturally Simple Seed 
and Ancient Grain Blend  

BEVERAGES  
SOBEYS INC.
Sensations by Compliments Cold Brew Coffee  

CONDIMENTS & SAUCES  
LONGO BROTHERS FRUIT MARKETS INC.
Longo’s Signature Muffuletta  

CONFECTIONERY & SHELF STABLE
DESSERTS  
SOBEYS INC.
Sensations by Compliments Milk & Dark 
Chocolate Almond Dates  

DAIRY (MILK, YOGURT, CHEESE &
SPREADABLES)  
METRO BRANDS, G.P.  
Irresistibles Organics Lactose-Free Cheese  

DESSERTS (FRESH, REFRIGERATED 
OR FROZEN)  
SOBEYS INC.
Compliments Gluten Free Cookie Dough  

FROZEN OR REFRIGERATED PREPARED
FOODS & ENTREES  
FEDERATED CO-OPERATIVES LIMITED
CO-OP® GOLD Perogies  

FRUIT, VEGETABLE & PRODUCE
(FRESH, REFRIGERATED OR FROZEN)  
SAVE-ON-FOODS
Western Family Salad Kits  

MEAT, EGG & SEAFOOD (FRESH,
REFRIGERATED OR FROZEN)  
METRO BRANDS, G.P. 
Irresistibles Organics Grain Fed Chicken  

SNACK (SAVOURY) 
METRO BRANDS, G.P. 
Irresistibles Old-Fashioned Potato Chips 

SNACK (SWEET) 
REXALL PHARMACY GROUP LTD
Nosh & Co. Premium Artisanal 
Shortbread Cookies 

Private Label –
Non-Food

BABY CARE 
WALMART CANADA
Parent’s Choice Diaper Pail Refills 

GENERAL MERCHANDISE 
CANADIAN TIRE CORPORATION 
NOMA Advanced Constant-Lit C6 LED 
Christmas String Lights 

HEALTH CARE – OTC 
(OVER THE COUNTER) 
WALMART CANADA
Equate Whey Protein Powder  

PERSONAL CARE  
REXALL PHARMACY GROUP LTD
Kit 3-in-1 Sponge  

PET NEEDS  
METRO BRANDS, G.P.  
Irresistibles Apple & Chicken Dog Treats  

Special Awards 

ALL CANADIAN 
FOURMI BIONIQUE INC.
Nutbrown Grain Free Granola  

OVERALL 
CONSUMER VALUE 
BONDUELLE 
Spinach dip, artichoke and seasoning  

INNOVATION AND 
ORIGINALITY  
HIGH LINER FOODS
Can’t Mess It Up! Wild Pink Salmon  

INNOVATIVE 
PACKAGING  
FINICA FOOD SPECIALTIES LTD 
Lenberg Farms
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In its 25th year, the Canadian Grand Prix
New Product Awards™ is an annual pro-
gram that celebrates new products in

food, non-food and private-label cate-
gories. This awards program offers a rare
opportunity for entrants to audition their
new products to a jury of industry experts
and to be recognized by their peers.

Recently Western Grocer had the oppor-
tunity to interview Retail Council of Cana-
da’s Diane J. Brisebois, president and chief
executive officer. She discussed what it
means to be a Canadian Grand Prix winner.
“It’s a tremendous recognition. Winners
have not only been able to bring their new
products to market, but it’s been selected
as a standout. Canadian Grand Prix is about
how to delight consumers when so many

products are competing for their attention.
It’s about how to stand out and differentiate
yourself from the competition.” Brisebois
also shared her overall impressions on the
event, “Not only was this year the 25th
anniversary of the Canadian Grand Prix
New Product Awards, it was also an excep-
tionally competitive year. There were 20 per
cent more fantastic new products submit-
ted this year, and the overall test scores
from our panel on these products was high-
er as well. This year’s products were out-
standing and drew higher overall scores
from our panel.” 

“The products evaluated this year tend-
ed to be of higher quality, targeting an
upscale client that wants a clean, simple
ingredient list and a flavour profile that is
both healthy and exotic,” said Marcus A.
VonAlbrecht, chef and jury chair who over-
saw the judging panel.

During the competition products were
evaluated by a jury comprising 27 industry
experts working in grocery, consumer
packaged goods, journalists and dietitians
in Montreal. To become a finalist a product
had to achieve a score of at least 70 per
cent in the judging.

Canadian Grand Prix New Product
Awards winners stand out from other prod-
ucts because of their innovative features
and characteristics as well as their extraor-
dinary value to consumers compared to
other products. The jury breaks the criteria
into four sections;

Innovation and Originality: 
25 per cent

In this section it is important jurors exam-
ine; How is this product new and innova-
tive? How is the product different from
other products in this category? What is the
potential for the innovative features of this
product to affect the development of new
products within this category or in other
categories? What are the additional perks
that this product offers to consumers?

Product Characteristics: 
25 per cent 

This criteria measures the appearance,
taste, texture, nutritional value and overall
sensory appeal of a food product.

Presentation and Packaging: 
25 per cent 

In this phase of judging, function and
informational aspects of the product are
measured. In scoring products against
these criteria, jurors must look at the fol-
lowing issues:

Is there sufficient information provided
to the consumer about the product? Is the
packaging user-friendly, convenient and
adequately designed? Is the product over-
packaged? Is it environment-friendly or
environmentally noxious?

Overall Consumer Value: 
25 per cent

This category measures the quality to price
ratio. Does this provide a good dollar value for
the consumer? As an added indication of a
juror’s general appreciation for the product
being tested, the juror may consider the like-
lihood of an individual actually purchasing
this product for his or her own home. ●

CANADIAN GRAND PRIX FINALISTS By Myles Shane
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(Left) Tina Lee, T&T Supermarkets, 
Canadian Grand Prix Trailblazer Lifetime
Achievement Award winner

(Right) Marcus A. VonAlbrecht, 
chef and jury chair

Judging the
CANADIAN GRAND PRIX
NEW PRODUCT AWARDS Diane J. Brisebois, president and CEO, 

Retail Council of Canada
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Salty and savoury flavours are still
dominating the Canadian snack
market, but research suggests con-

sumer demands are changing — and
many snack producers are shifting gears
to meet them.
It’s not news that Canadians have a

“salty tooth.” In North America, the salty
snacks industry dominated by the end of
March 2014, amounting to $28 billion —
far above refrigerated snacks’ $22 billion
or confections’ $20 billion. 
Of that $28 billion, Canadians’ contribution

was nothing to sneeze at. In NDP Group’s
2011 study A Look into the Future of Eating
– Canadian Marketplace, Canadians were
found to be fonder of salty and savoury
snacks than their American counterparts
(who were more likely to enjoy sweeter
snacks), and were projected to increase
consumption of salty snacks at a rate that
would outpace population growth by 2021.
Canadian consumers’ cravings for salty

snacks show no signs of stopping.
According to NDP group, salty and savoury
snacks, more than any other snack type,
are expected to most grow in consumption
rates, having already risen by a whopping
16.1 per cent since 2008.
Yet more and more Canadians are

concerned with personal health and
wellness, particularly in their diets. Mintel’s
recent study, Attitudes Toward Healthy
Eating – Canada – January 2017, reported
that 76 per cent of Canadians say they eat
healthy “all or some of the time,” and
49 per cent of Canadians feel guilty after
eating unhealthy foods. For many
consumers, that means high-sodium snacks
just won’t cut it any longer — and possibly
trouble for snack retailers across the country.
It’s clear the salty snacks market isn’t

one to leave in the dust. So instead of
rolling out less healthy snack options,
some producers are rising to the occasion
and providing their customers with health-

conscious snack alternatives that more
than curb their salty cravings.
Blue Diamond Foods are thriving under

the call for salty and healthy foods, says
Chuck Corrigan, brand manager for C.B.
Powell.“Consumers are looking more these
days for taste with health and nutrition —
not just taste. Our products contain modest
levels of salt, which are well within the
acceptable range of most healthy snackers.”
Some of their latest products, a line of

single-serve almond pouches, contain only
85 mg of sodium in a serving — a number
well within the “low-sodium food” bracket
defined by Rosemary Yurczyk of the University
of California Davis Medical Centre. With
flavours like smokehouse, wasabi, sriracha
and blueberry, Blue Diamond is making sure
to cover all flavour bases — including salty.
Old Dutch Foods has also added new

products to appeal to the salty and healthy
demand. Their Snack Wise logo, featured on
select products, help consumers make healthy

SALTY SNACKS

By Graeme Houssin

Move Over 
Sweet Tooth

SALTY SNACKS CONTINUE TO REIGN OVER CANADA’S SNACKING INDUSTRY 
– BUT CONSUMERS ARE SEEKING HEALTHIER WAYS TO CURB THEIR CRAVINGS

Courtesy of Shutterstock
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Confectionery is arguably the most important impulse pur-
chase for grocers, but it’s no secret that the war on sugar
has shone unfavourable light on the category.

However, never underestimate the ability of candy
manufactuers to change with the times.
Nestlé recently conducted a study that

showed 53 per cent of consumers would buy
a reduced-sugar alternative if it was
available. As a result, the company now
offers 30 per cent reduced-sugar variants
of its Rowntree’s Pastilles, and other
examples include a new line of Kit Kat 2
Finger products that deliver an indulgent,
multi-sensorial experience for consumers
on an iconic brand that Canadians love. 
“With flavours like Caramel Crisp and Cookie

Crumble, Canadians will be surprised and delighted
by the permissible indulgence these products offer,
with only 100 calories per piece,” according to Chris Jones,
category shopper development leader – confectionery, Nestle
Canada Inc.
Such accommodations have prevented what many analysts

once predicted would be a massive decline in confectionary sales.

Instead, Statista forecasted confectionery retail sales in Canada
from 2013 to 2018 to grow from $3.9 billion five years ago to

$4.41 billion this year: not spectacular, but far from calamitous.
Dennis Spiller, vice-president of national sales for
the Jelly Belly Candy Company, cites how his
company is accommodating the health-conscious
crowd. “Our Jelly Belly Organic Fruit Flavoured
Snacks and Organic Jelly Beans are made
with certified organic ingredients, making
them suitable to more consumers as an
organic snack option.”
Spiller adds that smaller packaged portions

play a big role in appealing to consumers.
“A lot of the industry has moved away from

laydown bags in favour of stand-up pouches
that are re-sealable, which lends itself to portion

control,” he explains. 
Mike Dziadyk, space & category management director

at Quality Foods, agrees that confectionery sales have continued
to grow thanks to manufacturers introducing ‘mini’ varieties,
reducing sugar, and blending milk and dark chocolates. As for
what kinds of confections sell the best, he unhesitatingly replies,
“single serve chocolate bars, due to their impulsive nature.”
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choices when reaching for one of the ultimate
Canadian snack staples: potato chips. Snack
Wise products contain low sodium, low fat
and low cholesterol, while maintaining the
savoury flavours Canadians crave. 
The “salty-but-healthy” trend has been

nothing but good for Ronnie’s Original Jumbo
Seeds, says Ronnie Giesbrecht, president and
founder of the company.“People are moving
away from sugars and salts. So they’re going
toward alternative things — like sunflower
seeds, which is really welcome for us.”
Perhaps related to the call for healthier

snacks is another trend Giesbrecht has
noticed as a Manitoba snack producer.

“What we’ve been noticing is more and
more concern for knowing the source of
where products are coming from, as well
as the trend toward healthier snacks,”
Giesbrecht said.
Giesbrecht’s observation is on par with

new research from Abacus Data Inc. In an
online survey with over 1,000 randomly-
selected Canadians, 74 per cent said they
would pay more for locally-grown groceries.
Consumers aged 18-29 were the most
enthusiastic, willing to pay a mean average
of $15.96 more on a $100 grocery bill if it
meant their groceries were locally grown.

This discovery is good for grocers’ snack
business as well. While snacking may be
associated with convenience due to its
on-the-go nature, groceries stores need
not fear; the Nielsen Global Consumer
Survey on Snacks reported that 93 per
cent of people get their snacks from
grocery stores, while only 43 per cent got
theirs from convenience stores.
The reason behind the call for healthier

snacks varies in age range, according to
ongoing food consumption research by
NDP Group. They have found that the
youngest generations, ages 0-48, are
inspired by “positive attitudes about
snacking, desire to eat more heathfully,
and need for convenience,” while baby
boomers are motivated more by the threats
of various health conditions.
All signs are pointing to a reinvention

of the salty snack industry, with health
as a priority for many snackers. It’s clear
that Canadians’ cravings for savoury treats
isn’t going away, but the future of snacking
means retailers may need to adapt to
consumers’ demands and start providing
healthier, more local alternatives to classic
salty snack staples, and help guide snackers
toward better salty choices.  ●

CONFECTIONERY

By Robin Brunet

Product Showcase

More Snackin’, Less Crackin’
R o n n i e

G i e s b r e c h t
launched Ron-
nie’s Original
Jumbo Seeds
20 years ago,
h a r v e s t i n g
seeds from the
best crops of
the Red River Valley, and has since trans-
formed the company into one of Manito-
ba’s premier sunflower seed enterprises.
Their products, now in a wide variety of
flavours, are renowned across the
province for their great taste.

Healthy Snacking on the Run
For the 41 per cent of Canadians who

say they’re too busy for
healthy meals (Heart and
Stroke foundation), Blue Dia-
mond Foods’ new snack
almond pouches may be just
the fix. With only 100 calories
per pack, these salty snacks
are a perfect source of fibre
and vitamins for the healthy
snacker on the go.

Courtesy of Shutterstock
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Canadians have always had a soft spot for cheese. From
the mild, comforting cheddar to the tangy stilton,
Canadians are actively exploring the diversity in both

the taste and origins of their cheese.  
“Canada has many different demographics but one thing

they all share is a love for high quality cheeses,” says
Kristen Payne, Canadian cheese and speciality buyer, Whole Foods Market.  
There is an interesting dichotomy with the way Canadian consumers choose their cheeses. On one hand, they are seeking

local products to support their economy and for the security on how the dairy is produced. On the other hand, they are
curious about high quality imported cheeses, satisfying their need for experimentation and love of travel.
“Recent improvements in both the selection and availability of local, artisanal cheeses in grocer deli sections, especially

in Ontario and Quebec, has been an area of excitement,” says Lynne Roy, manager, product marketing, Bothwell cheese.
In today’s tumultuous economic climate, Canadians are looking at ways to support their local economy. Grocer retailers

can support this interest by sharing the story of local Canadian dairy farmers. With over 1,000 different cheeses produced
here, and high farm standards including quality, food safety, and animal care, Thérèse Beaulieu, assistant director, policy
communications, Dairy Farmers of Canada shares, that Canadian dairy famers have a great story to tell.  
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This is good news for confection giants such as Mondelez
Canada Inc., whose lineup of snack foods includes arguably the
world’s most recognizable chocolate brand: Cadbury.
It’s also good news for Helen Pike, director of sales and marketing

for the Theobroma Chocolat brand (made by Vigneault Chocolatier
Ltd.). She points out that sales of organic chocolate is growing by
20 per cent yearly in Canada compared to a total chocolate sales
growth of about four per cent. “Organic appeals to those who

CHEESE 

By Anne-Marie Hardie

Canadians are Wanting to
Know More About Their
Cheese Products 

It’s Time to Get… 

CHEESY!

C
ourtesy of S

hutterstock

Product Showcase
Stick `Em Up

The Theobroma Choco-
lat brand from Vigneault
Chocolatier Ltd. is inher-
ently eye-catching in any
retail setting due to its unique `stick’
format. Helen Pike suggests that retailers
“put our chocolates near checkout or by the lunch
counter, as these areas have proven to cause sales to
jump as high as six times.”

Anything Goes
Dennis Spiller says that everything

from shippers to power wings help draw
attention to Jelly Belly Beans and
Organic Fruit Flavoured Snacks. “Con-
fections are by and large impulse dri-
ven, so creating additional opportuni-

ties to be front and centre with the consumer will ulti-
mately drive incremental sales.”

Make Minis Mighty
Mondelez Canada Inc. suggests that

retailers draw attention to Cadbury
Dairy Milk Mini Bars by placing them “in
the bags section; and aim to create a
Cadbury blocking with Mini Eggs, Mar-
vellous Mixes, and Cadbury Buttons.”
Mondelez says priority display locations are the entrance,
checkout area, and the seasonal aisle.

Homebound Inspiration
Chris Jones of Nestle’s believes front-

end checkout displays featuring products
such as Kit Kat 2 Finger bars “will inspire
shoppers to purchase and savour the
product on their way home. Secondary
displays are also a great way to showcase
new innovation flavours and products, to

engage shoppers who otherwise may not have consid-
ered the category on their shopping trip.” 

appreciate health and clean labels, and dark chocolate is outselling
milk chocolate because of its antioxidant properties,” she explains.
“For these reasons, Theobroma is now the number one selling
Canadian-made organic chocolate bar in Canada.” 
Given that extra merchandising efforts may be necessary to

keep sales brisk in these stridently health-conscious times, Quality
Foods covers as many bases as possible. “We tend to utilize
displayers and prepacks as much as possible to help draw attention
to and increase sales in this category,” says Dziadyk. “We also tie
these in with themed displays, for example, camping: we would
have marshmallows, graham wafers, and Cadbury family bars to
create a smore theme.”
Sugar may currently be the reigning villain in the food world,

but confectionery manufacturers have evolved their products so
that consumers can still indulge, albeit on a smaller scale. Retailers
can cater to them by stocking confections in smaller packages
and by providing a wider selection of premium items with natural
colours and other healthy label ingredients.  ●

Quality Foods 
utilize displayers
and prepacks as
much as possible to
help increase sales
in the category.
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When farmers share their story, it helps
forge a connection with the buyer. They
are no longer eating a cheese from a store,
they are connected to the farm and farmer.
“When stories are shared it lends to the
authenticity of the product,” shares
Anabela Neves, brand development
manager, fresh & deli, Tree of Life.
“Consumers begin to perceive the product
of superior quality, an artisanal product
where the farmer paid attention to the
details.” Retailers can use a variety of
tools to share these stories including
posters, displaying highly sought out logos,
and forging personal connections through
taste demonstrations and recipe cards. 
The Canadian palate is expanding with

consumers seeking out not only new
varieties of cheeses but unique flavour
combinations. “Flavours such as horse
radish and hot chilli are doing really well,”
says Neves. “While flavours such as higher
price point black truffle, and bour-bon,
are also gain- ing interest, par-ticularly
with the millennial seg-ment.” Despite all
the varieties, cheddar continues to be the
favourite for most Canadians. There seems
to be a type of cheddar for every Canadian,
from the milder flavours perfect for the
palate of a child to the growing segment
of aged cheddar for the cheese connoisseur.
“Canadian consumers love their cheddar,
it is by far, the best-selling cheese variety
across the country,” says Roy. “As
consumers age, so does their preference
for an older, sharper cheddar.”   
But in addition to their desire for

local, Canadian consumers are also curious
about high quality imported cheeses.
“They are looking for cheese that they’ve
experienced while travelling or heard
about from an admired celebrity chef,”
says Patrick Pelliccione, president, Jan
K Overweel Limited. “Tuscany Italy, for
example, is known for its pecorino cheese,
flavoured with truffles; Canadian
consumers are now wanting to bring this
flavour into their home.”  
The CETA agreement has paved the way

for the increased availability of imported
cheeses. “Cheeses that weren’t represented
in the traditional market are now more
accessible, including products from Poland,
Portugal, Bulgaria and other Eastern
European countries,” says Pelliccione.
“This opportunity to enjoy a wider range
of offerings is  a positive thing for all
importers, retailers and the consumers.” 
The foodie trend has infiltrated to the

consumer level, with everybody becoming

an expert on cheeses.  Although there is
a segment that will always be price driven,
price is now not the only factor that
drives the purchase.  “When it comes to
imported cheeses, consumers are looking
for the certification,” says Pelliccione.
The educated consumer is aware that
these certificates of authenticity validate
not only where the cheese came from,

but how it was produced.  Canadians are
paying attention to every aspect of their
food products and certifications reaffirm
that the product has what they are
looking for. 

Whole Foods Market provides a large selec-
tion of high quality cheeses from around
the world and lays out departments by
style of cheese.
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Appealing to the 
Certification Driven,
Label Reading Canadian
Although Canadians are drinking less

milk, shares Beaulieu, there has been an
increase in the consumption of cheese,
yogurt and butter. Canadian consumers
have become increasingly inquisitive. They
want to be reassured that the product
that they are bringing into their home is
not only healthy but economically and
environmentally sustainable.  “Some want
to know about economics, others have
heard about Canadian farming standards
and want to learn more, while others are
seeking particular products, such as
organic, grass fed, artisan, and local,”
says Beaulieu. 
Whether it’s social media or the foodie

trend, the average Canadian is more
interested in what is in their food and
where it comes from.  There has never
been a time where clean labels have been
more important.  Canadians want to know
what is in their product, including
ingredients with minimal to zero
modification.  “Consumers are actively
seeking non-GMO, organic, and grass-fed
products,” says Neves.  “They are thinking

of their health more than ever.” 
Whether it’s for health, dietary or a

personal choice, non-dairy cheeses are
beginning to draw more interest from the
Canadian consumer. “Consumers are looking
for an alternative to soy, such as nut-
based vegan cheese,” says Neves. “They
want a product that tastes good, but also
is minimally processed, no artificial flavors
and colours, and is healthier.”  This is a
sector that is predicted to grow.  In fact,
according to Mintel’s Cheese 2018, Global
Annual Review, the vegan trend is filtering
down from plant-based milk into the

Product Showcase

Rich in History 
Established in 1898, Dutch cheese maker Frico has
been pleasing consumer palates for over century. 

From gouda to edam, your customers will be delighted
with quality cheeses rich in flavour and heritage.

Dairy Farmers of Canada
notes that over 1,000
different cheeses are
produced in Canada.

Award-Winning Cheddar
Experience the rich flavour of Prince Edward Island,
with award-winning cheeses from Cows Creamery.  

Whether it’s their three-year-old aged cheddar or
Appletree smoked cheddar, Canadians across the nation
are falling in love with Cows Creamery.

Creaminess of Cashews 
Non-dairy can be delicious. 

Handmade in small batches, artisanal Fauxmagerie
Zengarry’s selection of vegan cheeses will delight your
customers with their creamy spreads and wide range of
flavours.  
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cheese category and has the possibility
of disrupting this sector.   Although still
a new trend, it is one that retailers should
be paying attention to and broaden their
merchandising strategies, including product
demonstration to help expand interest in
the vegan products. 

Start with a Story and
End with a Sample  
When it comes to merchandising for

cheeses, the best strategy is one that will
connect customers to the experience of
the product. This begins with sharing the
story of the product and finishes with
sharing a sample. “Set up a product
demonstration at the store, have the
customer sample the cheese,” says
Pelliccione. “But continue the conversation,
by providing a little more insight like a
product pairing or a recipe card so that
the consumer knows what to do with the
product once they bring it home.”  
While, clearly defined labels help create

a pleasurable shopping experience for
consumers, providing some of the key
benefits right to the forefront.  “Make it
easy for consumers to learn the key
features/benefits of the cheeses,” says
Roy. “This includes sections or labels that
highlight 100 per cent Canadian, without
the use of non-modified milk ingredients,
or kosher, halal, or vegetarian cheeses.”
The delicatessen area provides a unique

opportunity to engage the consumer in a
conversation, encouraging them to sample
new products. “What we offer in our
department is a service you can’t get in
the dairy section, “says Payne.”  We hand
cut, offer samples and a variety of
different formats to meet the shopper’s
needs.” The rest of Whole Foods is
designed to make the shopping easy for
the consumer, which includes clear
signage, departments laid out by the style
of cheese, and a large section of high
quality cheeses from around the world. 
Whether it’s through product de-

monstration, recipe sampling, or simply a
conversation at the deli, retailers will benefit
by bringing their favourites to the forefront.
Despite the decrease in milk consumption,
Canadians are still driven towards their
cheese. These educated consumers are reading
labels, care for their local farmers and are
curious about the food from abroad.  Grocers
can appeal to all these factors by showcasing
a variety of cheese products both in the
stand-alone displays and through product
demonstrations.  ●

Product Showcase

Designed to Delight 
Awaken your palate, with the diverse selection 
of Emma brand cheeses.  

Offering a wide selection of imported and local
cheeses, there is an Emma product for every tastebud. 

Nothing but the Good Stuff 
Respond to your consumers’ interest in clean 
label products, with Bothwell cheeses selection of
Non-GMO Project verified white cheddars. 

Available in both medium and old varieties, these
award-winning cheddars will respond to your customers’
values and tastebuds. 

Get Spicy
Made with 100 per cent Canadian milk, Bothwell’s

Habanero with Cracked Black Pepper Monterey Jack is
the perfect addition to any cheese tray. All Bothwell
products are vegetarian friendly, Kosher certified by the
Orthodox Union and Halal certified by the Islamic Food
and Nutrition Council of Canada. 
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CATEGORY MANAGEMENT By Sue Nicholls Think about growth opportunities based on Shopper insights.
I now want to delve a bit deeper into growth opportunities based

specifically on shopper insights. Even though shopper satisfaction is
essential for future growth in most businesses and the shopper needs
to be the focal point of what we do in category management, I continue
to see organizations making decisions and recommendations that
completely lack a shopper perspective.  For many organizations, shop-
per insights teams reside in marketing and tend to be more focused on
brand, rather than on retailer and category shoppers.  In many cases,
these insights teams work very separately from their internal catman
teams, and even limit the access that catman teams have to this valu-
able shopper data; there needs to be a direct connection between
shopper insights and category management, in order to connect the
brand shopper with the retailer’s category shoppers.  

I challenge you to start looking towards the future, as well as
acknowledge that category management roles are changing. We’re
moving from a world today that’s primarily focused on developing
category plans, planograms and assortments towards a future
that’s focused on understanding and delivering the changing shop-
per’s needs (and we’re talking about the retailer’s shopper).  

A good starting point to improve your shopper insights focus is
by identifying your catman outputs; in other words, you should
identify what are you trying to accomplish both internally and
externally.  Let’s start with internal: your catman team may be
involved in developing category plans and platforms, promotion
plans, item listing and delisting, shelf layouts, pricing, and shopper
marketing.  Externally, you may work with category captains or ven-
dor advisors, joint business plans, and negotiating with vendors.
Think about the work you do, and then answer the question:

How well do you and your team connect your Shopper 
to the work that you do? 

At a recent conference that I presented at, of several hundred
people in attendance 70 per cent of the audience scored them-
selves two out of five (with five being the highest), indicating that
there’s a huge opportunity for improvement to better connect cat-
man work with the shopper. To improve on this, you should start by
thinking about the inputs required to do your work.  We’ve identified
five key inputs including:

1) DATA: First, you need shopper data. Traditional data sources have
expanded and become more granular. Retail POS, loyalty card data
(transactional data), syndicated market data, causal data, in-store audit
data, consumer panel data, geodemographic data, and shopper
research data continue to expand in time, geography, and product level
detail. New data sources like crowd-sourced mobile data, in-store video
data, eCommerce data, social media data, and environmental data allow
us to get insights from new and different perspectives.

2) TOOLS/TECHNOLOGY: It’s not good enough to just pur-
chase the data: you need an easy way for your organization to
access the data. The shopper data often resides somewhere in the
organization, however only one or two people have access to it, and
in many cases, no one else even knows the data exists.  

a. Eliminate“home-grown” tools
b. Move to standard tools
c. Create processes that link to each tool & data source
d. Identify unmet tool needs

Think about it this way: would you rather spend 80 per cent of your
time collecting or analyzing data?  

3) STRATEGY: Create and maintain strategic, internal docu-
mentation that assembles information about your overall corpo-
rate, category and brand strategies. It’s remarkable how many orga-
nizations have strategies but forget to formally share them with
their organization, assume everyone is on the same page and/or
has major flaws or gaps in their strategies (especially as it relates to
category management). 

4) PROCESSES: The needs and the advantages of a business
process are quite apparent in organizations as they help to stream-
line individual activities, create an aligned approach across the
business and ensure that resources are put to their optimum use. In
catman, the need for processes are no different (but may be miss-
ing or need a refresh).  

a. Identify the tasks that are most important to help you
achieve your business goals.

b. Streamline tasks to improve efficiency.

c. Streamline communication between people/
functions/departments to accomplish specific tasks (with
some type of approval mechanism to create accountability
and ensure you’re optimizing your resources).

d. Create a standardized set of procedures to complete tasks
that really matter to your business.

The most important processes to start with are category and busi-
ness reviews, assortment, and space management (where we tend
to spend much of our time in category management), all of which
need to have the shopper embedded into them.
Creating processes can be a lot of work, but they help your team to
make better decisions more quickly and in an aligned approach.

5) PEOPLE: It all comes down to your people.  Regardless of
how effective the first 4 inputs are for your organization, you need
to ensure that you have:

a. Well-defined roles and responsibilities

b. Internal alignment in category management through stan-
dards, best practices and processes

c. CatMan training to arm your organization with the knowl-
edge and skills to drive strategic thinking, analytics and
insights through a sustainable catman training program

Providing catman training to your organization will help you to become
more successful in your endeavors for data and technology ROI,
collaboration with your external partners. and ultimately, improved
shopper satisfaction to help you achieve your objectives. ●

Sue Nicholls 
is the founder of “Category Management
Knowledge Group”, an online, 
accredited category management 
training company.  

She can be reached at sue@cmkg.org.

I
n my last article I talked about the importance of business
acumen, which is the ability to assess an external market
and make effective decisions. More simply put, it’s under-
standing how you and the work you do fit into the bigger
picture.  As a business person, you need to develop the

skills and tools to think more like an owner of the business, as
well as understand, set, and execute business strategy while
being able to measure the effectiveness of your business strat-
egy through financial performance.  

To improve business acumen, it’s important to be able to recognize
growth opportunities which will help to ensure long-term business
success, which is any project or investment that will create growth for
your business. The problem is that these opportunities can be over-
looked if you’re not paying attention to the big picture, or if you are
always looking at things from the same perspective. A big example of
this in category management is our huge reliance on retail point of
sale data to make most of our decisions and recommendations, as
well as a lack of shopper perspective in much of the work that we do.

As many businesses have experienced firsthand, sustaining
growth and profitability has become more difficult.  Technological
advances, new data sources, more granular data sources, shortened
product life cycles, the evolving omni-channel and the rapidly grow-
ing eCommerce change and new competitors (both retailers and
brands) create an instability in business, which ultimately requires
you to seek new opportunities in your categories and business in
new and different ways.

Think about growth opportunities in your business.  
Where do you go and look for them?  Most likely it’s in your

point of sale data — through identification of category develop-
ment index gaps, share growth opportunities, and competitive
comparisons — and then tying in with some type of action through
your category tactics.  You might even go a step further and look
at consumer panel data for that very important shopper perspec-
tive: for example, if you’re measuring penetration, your strategy
may be to broaden the appeal of your category by increasing pen-
etration of your loyal shoppers.  Or, if you’re measuring $/house-
hold, your strategy may be to get shoppers to trade up to larger
or more premium products so they spend more per trip.

While this is a good starting point, we need to expand our think-
ing beyond this step. To really find insights that will help us to
grow our business beyond looking at historical metrics and creat-
ing goals from them, we must ask:

How do you identify market opportunities in our world that’s
changing so rapidly thanks to new data and technology,
changing retail landscape, and new shoppers?

First, you need to understand your company’s overall strategies,
including their broad goals and areas of expertise.  Once you have
a good understanding of this, you should analyze the market,
assessing consumer needs and how they are being met by compa-
nies today.  You might think that you’re already doing this, but it’s
important to identify market opportunities from a broader per-
spective that considers the entire business model.  In a great
whitepaper on the topic, Euromonitor provided “8 Ways to Identi-
fy Market Opportunities for Business Growth”, which included
some very relevant ones for category management:

Identifying Growth Opportunities 
in Your Business WAYS TO IDENTIFY MARKET 

OPPORTUNITIES FOR BUSINESS GROWTH:
CONSUMER/ SHOPPER SEGMENTATION (identify consumer/ shopper
segments that share common characteristics) hard variables can help
estimate the number of potential customers a business can have

PURCHASE SITUATION ANALYSIS (by better understanding when and
where specific products & services are purchased and how they pay)
and offering new shopping alternatives

DIRECT COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS (by understanding what categories /
subcategories / brands are growing more significantly and under-
standing why, what their value proposition is) and determining oppor-
tunities vs competition

INDIRECT COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS (by looking at different industries
and indirect competitors) to provide insight on additional opportuni-
ties for growth

COMPLEMENTARY PRODUCT ANALYSIS (by looking at performance of
other related categories and products) to monitor performance of
complementary products and anticipate trends

FOREIGN MARKET ANALYSIS (by looking at different markets with sim-
ilar economic development) to estimate business potential or lead to
new products or services that are still absent in your current market.

ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS (by looking at things like technological
developments – smartphones, Uber, AirBnB or environmental develop-
ments – like climate change) makes you consider variables that are out
of your control, but may have a significant impact on your business.

Some of these opportunities will be more relevant than others for
you based on your business and priorities, but it’s still important to
challenge yourself to consider how these different perspectives
may help you make better decisions for your business in the future.
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OILS By Carly Peters

Even with limited space grocers 
need to find balance in oil 
offerings for customers

While most grocery stores feature a “cooking oil” depart-
ment, today this may be something of a misnomer given
that oils are not only used as a cooking medium but also

as a way to add flavour to dishes and impart health rewards.
Although many consumers continue to buy canola oil or vegetable
oil for day-to-day use, they are also buying premium varieties for
occasions or recipes. This requires, no matter the shelf space, a
variety of options for consumers who are not only looking for var-
ied price points but also a variety of applications for oils.
According to a report by Persistence Market Research (PMR),

the global edible oils market is expected to
witness a steady growth throughout 2017-
2024, bringing in an estimated US$ 130
billion in revenue by the end of the
forecast period. The same report also notes
that the edible oil industry is witnessing a

rise in the consumption of premium oils.
Consumer knowledge on the health benefits,

as well as a better understanding of what makes
quality oil, has driven this increase, especially within the
olive oil category.
“Consumers are becoming much more aware of the

benefits of extra virgin olive oils and seem to really
appreciate how it can enhance their meals,” states
Anthony Morello of Aurora Importing & Distributing.
“They also are much more aware of the health benefits
as good olive oil is in essence ‘fruit in a bottle,’ — you
know it’s good for you, free of cholesterol, great for
your skin and digestion. Within the edible oils category
there is no doubt that retailers have caught on with
more and more promotional weight being driven
towards olive oils and less on vegetable oils.”
He adds while consumers are becoming better

educated, there is still a tremendous opportunity
for retailers to further educate and reach a larger
audiences with a “Did You Know” campaign and
a “Good, Better, Best” usages presentation at shelf
to further engage consumers. He points to Sobeys in
Western Canada as a store that utilizes this strategy.
The chain offers Aurora’s opening price point
olive oil, Aurora Extra Virgin Olive Oil (Good),
their Basso Extra Virgin Olive Oil (Better)
and the company’s award-winning Cutrera
Extra Virgin Olive Oil (Best). 
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“This offering covers the spectrum very nicely with great olive
oils from blended, to 100 per cent Italian, and to D.O.P,” he says. 
There really isn’t a right or wrong way to choose olive oil; like

wine it’s just based on the consumer’s personal taste, states Bruno
Benedet Jr., president and CEO of A. Bosa & Co. Ltd, which recently
launched a 100 per cent Italian Cold Pressed Extra Virgin Olive Oil
in a one litre dark glass bottle under the Orto d’Italia brand, as
well as an estate-grown and -produced olive oil, Frutto dal’Albero
brand 100 per cent Coratina Varietal Unfiltered Olive Oil.
“Today the consumer has an awesome selection of countries to

choose from. Varietals of olives, where and when they are harvested,
and the process all play a role on how the finished product is
received by the consumer. What is most important is that a retailer
has a good selection of products that will satisfy the consumer’s
needs,” he says, adding retailers shouldn’t be afraid to merchandize
products from an assortment of countries and characteristics. “Carry
a Novello, an unfiltered product, a ‘Frutato’ fruity peppery oil, try a
lemon-infused oil, a warm buttery sweet oil. All or these are right
and none wrong, leave it up to the consumer’s personal taste.”

This of course requires
demoing, says Benedet, sug-
gesting offering up samples of
six varieties can allow customers
to figure out what they like and
try something new they may
not normally pick.
Morello also suggests taking

a variety of oils out of the aisle
and placing them in different

departments to create applications customers might not have
thought of — build a small display of olive oil and balsamic
vinegar next to your salads in the produce department, a displayer
of olive oil spray in your meat department for drilling, or an
olive oil display and recipe at your dairy case for a Caprese salad.

Up and Comers 
Vegetable oils are not only having to make room for olive oils, but

other varieties with various applications and health benefits as well.
Avocado oil is definitely not the pits (even though that’s

where the oil comes from). According to Market Research Future,
the global avocado oil market is expected to grow at a compound
annual growth rate of 13.5 per cent over the forecasted period of
2018-2023. Much like olive oil, the category is segmented on the
basis of type which includes, crude avocado oil, virgin avocado
oil, and extra virgin avocado oil, which is dominating the market.
Extra-virgin avocado oil is extracted by cold-press method at low
temperatures and it does not contain any chemical additives — a
plus for a growing number of health-conscious consumers who
wish to avoid oils extracted by solvents. Its high smoke point
makes it suitable to be used at high cooking temperatures, like
frying, but it’s the segment’s health attributes that are driving
the growth in this segment.

Morello says along with avocado oil, there’s also increasing
demand for nut oil, such as walnut and hazelnut, sesame oil
(thanks to an increase in Southeast Asian cooking), as well as a
rebirth of sunflower oil.
However, one variety of “hot” oil may be losing some of its

footprint. Across most retail markets, sales of culinary coconut
oil were up a whopping 38.8 per cent in 2015, but then fell 5.2
per cent in 2016 before crashing last year to the tune of a 25.9
per cent decline, according to data from SPINS, a leading provider
of retail consumer insights, analytics reporting, and consulting
services for the natural, organic, and specialty products industry.
Consumers have a much broader range of oils to choose from these

days, and have become more adventurous in their choices, along
with selecting varieties that offer flavour and health benefits. ●

Aurora Importing & Distributing covers a spectrum of olive oils 
including Aurora Extra Virgin Oil, Basso Extra Virgin Olive Oil and 
Cutrera Extra Virgin Olive Oil.

Consumers are becoming more adventurous
when it comes to oils, and have a much
broader range of oils to choose from.

A.Bosa & Co. Ltd. recently launched oils under the Orto
d’Italia and Frutto dal’Albero brands.
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You want your bread to be unique?  
          Add something common.

The Future of Bread  
Lies in Its Past.

www.puratos.ca 
Puratos Canada Inc

520 Slate Drive, Mississauga, 
Ontario L5T 0A1

Toll Free: 1.800.668.5537
Tel: 905.362.3668 
Fax: 905.362.0296

Wouldn’t it be wonderful if you could produce bread with the look, taste and texture of 
artisan-made loaves within your bakeries, guaranteed of a consistent output?

Passionate about naturally fermented breads for years, Puratos has developed an 
understanding of sourdoughs and taste like no other. Our O-tentic solution is a unique 
active bakery component based on sourdough that gives you the creative freedom to make 
breads with authentic taste and texture, either a typical Mediterranean flavour or complex 
long fermentation flavour with acidity. Better still, you’ll also be sure to deliver consistently 

high-quality bread, week in, week out. One solution with endless possibilities.

Discover the whole Puratos Sourdough story on 
www.puratos.ca Or contact your Puratos key 
account manager for more information.

Join the tradition. 
Create the future. 
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These days, when so many grocery
stores have beautiful in-store bak-
eries, every imaginable kind of bread,

and dazzling displays of cakes, cookies, and
pastries, it’s hard to imagine why anyone
would feel the need to bake. Except for a
few holiday traditions and maybe a project
with kids finding the time and inspiration
to gather all the supplies to turn out a
batch of cookies seems to fly in the face of
convenience and “people on the go” trends. 
Really, who has  time to bake? 
Turns out, a growing number of people

are finding the time — but for reasons
that fit with larger trends than simply
wanting the old-fashioned aroma of fresh
baking at home. 
Liesbet Vandepoel, marketing director

for Puratos Canada says, yes, there are
strong indications that people are regaining
an interest in baking. 

“More and more people are baking at
home,” says Vandepoel, “and, interestingly,
we have been watching the rise of
sourdough. The concept of fermentation
is gaining traction,” she says, pointing to
the growth in consumer interest in
kombucha, kimchi, and other fermented
products. “But it isn’t just purchasing
prepared products — people are making
their own sourdough at home, particularly
the younger generations.” 
Jinny Lok, director of marketing at

Lantic Inc., has also noted a shift in the
baking demographic. 
“Traditionally, those who bake most are

often adults with kids or older adults, but
we are seeing a shift in demographics,
including incrementally in millennial and
Gen X bakers.” 
Lok’s comments are supported by research

from Mintel, which says 45 per cent of

Canadian consumers enjoy baking from
scratch. According to a Mintel press release:
“It seems a new generation of bakers are
covering their aprons in flour as Mintel
research reveals 52 per cent of consumers
aged 18 to 24 say they enjoy baking from
scratch, including 43 per cent of 18 to 24-
year-old males. However, it seems that
men’s passion for baking declines
dramatically with age. Indeed, today’s young
Canadian men are almost twice as likely to
say they enjoy baking from scratch as men
aged 65+ (23 per cent).”1

Amanda Brittain, manager of com-
munications and marketing for the BC Egg
Marketing Board, says they have received
new research showing that one in two
people are cooking at home more often
than they were a year ago. 
“I think it’s safe to assume that some

of this cooking includes baking,” says

BAKING INGREDIENTS

By Carolyn Camilleri

Bringing Back 

Home
Baking

RECENT CONSUMER 
TRENDS SEEM 
TO BE SENDING 
PEOPLE BACK 
INTO THE KITCHEN 
AND THE BAKING 
INGREDIENTS AISLE.
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Brittain. “People really want to know
where there food is coming from, so they
are more interested in reading labels than
they were in the past. They are looking
for ‘natural’ ingredients, and, if they don’t
like what they see in packaged baked
goods, they will do their own baking.”
“One of the main reasons for this

renewed interest in baking is the ability
to control the ingredients they put into
their home baking,” Bowden says.
“Compared to store-bought baking that
can be full of preservatives and ingredients
you can’t pronounce, home baking gives
you complete control and allows you to
also satisfy any specific dietary needs the
family might have,” shares Shannon
Bowden, brand manager at Beemaid Honey.
Brittain concurs. “People with allergies

or sensitivities — nuts and gluten come
to mind — may find it easier to bake
their own treats rather than risk cross-
contamination in packaged treats.” 
People are being more careful — and

they have higher expectations. 
The Puratos 2015 Taste Tomorrow survey,

a global consumer survey conducted every
three years to assess trends, attitudes, and
choices in the bakery, pastry, and chocolate
categories, revealed a trend they call Food
is Under Pressure. Vanderpoel
explains: “People want quality,
natural ingredients, more
transparency when it comes to
who is making food and where,
better labelling, and more
traditional methods and do-it-
yourself products.”
A key question consumers

ask: what are you doing to
my food? 
The Puratos survey found

that 19 per cent of Canadians
consumers expect food to be of a better
quality, and 20 per cent expect it to be
fresher. Meanwhile, 39 per cent expect
food to be less natural, and 36 per cent
expect it to be healthier. Moreover,
consumers have become suspicious of food
fraud — mislabelling with regard to quality,
content, and origin. Trust is hard to come
by. In fact, 65 per cent of Canadians believe
“free-from” claims are a reason for
companies to charge more, and only 20
per cent trust the health claims on food
and beverage packages. 
And they are reading those packages. 
Vandepoel talks about a Puratos shopper

survey where they followed 18 consumers
for a week while they shopped to find

out what they were seeing in stores.
Issues like health and hygiene, glass
covers, nutrition facts, when and who
made products, and getting assistance
with questions were the focus of the
shoppers’ attention. Interestingly,
Vanderpoel says, it wasn’t necessarily
human assistance the shoppers wanted.
iPads at counters, QR codes, or phone
apps were fine, as long as people could
get the information they wanted.
Seeking information connects to another

trend Puratos identified in their survey:
Lost in Translation. Vanderpoel explains this

trend reflects the confusion
around nutrition, health, and
ingredient information.
“There are so many opinions

now,” says Vandepoel. “People
Google information and don’t
know what to believe — and
things change very quickly.” 
For example, 31 per cent of

Canadians think gluten can
cause digestive problems for a
majority of people, and 51 per
cent of Canadians believe bread

should be avoided if one is paying
attention to weight. 
“The good news? This opens to the door

to a lot of untapped potential for the
baking industry,” the 2015 Taste Tomorrow
survey findings states. “The bad news?
Limited consumer knowledge, combined
with negative views of the future, allows
non-experts to launch opinions about what
healthy food actually is and how to live a
more healthy life.” 
Vandepoel also points out that when it

come to food and health trends, like the
gluten-free focus, Canadians are more
moderate — more “let’s see what happens”
— compared to the extremes she sees in
the United States.
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Liesbet Vandepoel,
marketing director,
Puratos Canada

Puratos’ 2015 Taste Tomorrow Survey revealed that people want quality, natural ingredients 
and more transparency when it comes to who is making food and where.

Nevertheless, there is no shortage of
information to support dietary trends,
whatever they may be. Lok comments on
the role of social media.
“From my observation, while the endless

inspiration from social media helps fuel
this surge in baking, we are also exposed
to more trends — lifestyle and dietary —
that drive the specificity in baking,” says
Lok. “Paleo, gluten free, egg free, dairy
free, natural, whole grain – to some extent,
these messages are attuning consumers to
bake at home, so they can customize the
ingredients that go into the baked goods.” 
Something else that may help boost

interest in home baking are TV series like
The Great Canadian Baking Show, which
is going into its second CBC season in fall
2018. The British equivalent — The Great
British Bake Off —is said to have had a
considerable influence on the British
population. In 2016, the number of
households buying home baking products
during the series jumped by more than
1.1 million (9.7 per cent), the sharpest
spike of recent years.2

Meanwhile, some other consumer shifts
continue to gain traction and are having
an influence. 
Mintel research says sugar remains a

concern for Canadians, with 24 per cent
interested in products with reduced sugar,
and 45 per cent interested in trying sweet
baked goods with alternative sugar
ingredients.1 And home baking allows
better control of sugar content and type. 
“Users of social media pages such as

Pinterest and facebook have access to an
endless recipes,” says Lok. “This trend is
helping to buoy the industry by not only
encouraging usage of the products, but also
providing a platform for which to expose
consumers to the range of different sugars
and alternative sweeteners on the market.” LanticRogers.com  I  csr@lantic.ca  I  1-888-526-8421  I  westsales@lantic.ca  I  1-800-661-5350

An unmatched range of maple syrup
and maple products, from maple cookies, candies, spread, jelly, teas and coffees, 

gourmet syrup, pearls, flakes and granules -

 ALL UNDER ONE COMPANY! 

Our sugars and sweeteners 
that you know and love

Also available in industrial formats!

Now including... MAPLE!

        2018-04-24   3:24 PM
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Alberta’s food and beverage manu-
facturing sales reached a record
$14.4 billion in 2017, up 8.4 per

cent from 2016 and making up to 12.8 per
cent of the Canadian sales. It’s the second
largest manufacturing industry in Alberta
(20.3 per cent of total manufacturing
sales), after petroleum and coal product
manufacturing (22.4 per cent).

The province’s food and
beverage manufacturing indus-
try employed 23,000 persons
in 2017 (up 2.7 per cent from
2016), and was the largest
industry, in terms of employment, in all
manufacturing industries in Alberta. “The
industry represented 19.3 per cent of
the total provincial manufacturing

workforce (119,200 persons),” says
Marilynn Boehm, president of Alberta
Food Processor Association.
Within every industry there are

challenges and food isn’t any
different. Lindsay Sutton,
marketing development spe-
cialist for Alberta Agriculture
and Forestry says, “It is hard
for Alberta retailers to gain a
market share in the sector
against larger retailers.”
But there are success

stories. “Freson Bros. do an
excellent job in rural northern
communities, plus offer a nice
curated choice and retail

concept in the urban stores. I think they
will provide a refreshing different choice
for urban consumers for the new stores
around Edmonton.” 
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The range of sweeteners available to home bakers has gone
way beyond traditional white and brown sugar. 
“We also have a diverse line of natural sweeteners such as

coconut, maple syrup, maple flakes, smart sweetener blends,
organic sugar, and fair trade sugar,” says Lok. “We recognize
consumers want choices, and that’s exactly what we did.”
Lok says Lantic’s maple syrup is carefully selected by their

master sugar makers and then inspected by their quality assurance
team before being bottled. “Our maple syrup is world-renowned
for its delicacy, purity, and authenticity,” she says.  
Honey is another excellent alternative sweetener in baking,

and less is needed compared to sugar. 
“It is an easy substitute for sugar,” says Bowden, referring to the

online honey converter on the Beemaid website (www.beemaid.com/
recipe-converter). “Honey also gives a nice flavour to baked goods.”
Bowden adds, it is a little known fact that honey helps baked

goods last longer. 
“It is naturally humectant. So it gives breads, muffins, and

cakes a wonderful moist texture that will stay fresh much longer
than those made with sugar,” says Bowden. “Honey also provides
more uniform baking with a more even browning because of its
fructose content.” 

And there are some other reasons for the return of home baking.
“People have an emotional connection to baking — the ability

to touch, taste, and smell the delicious food is a real sensory
experience,” says Bowden.
Another reason: cost is a concern among cash-strapped consumers.
“Home baking is much more cost-effective when compared to

store-bought counterparts,” says Bowden. “You can whip up a
batch of cookies or muffins for much less than store-bought,
even when you use quality ingredients.” 
“Home-baked treats are cheaper so families with kids are more

likely to try home baking,” notes Brittain.
What’s coming next to home baking? Maybe some innovative

new ingredients, like cricket flour. 
While Vandepoel says she sees cricket flour as being more in

the protein area as a replacement for meats, it may have potential
for baking. 
“It’s appeal is largely its sustainability, and I see some start-up

companies making cricket products, and they are gaining acceptance
and traction,” she says. “It’s a great resource for innovation.” 
Currently, Puratos is gathering and assessing information the

next Taste Tomorrow survey, due for release in 2019. It will be
interesting to see what’s next in baking. ●

SOURCES: 1 Battle of the bakes: Cookies are Canada’s favourite sweet baked good, July 13, 2017.
http://www.mintel.com/press-centre/food-and-drink/cookies-are-canadas-favourite-sweet-baked-good
2 Food for thought: How Britain went bonkers for home baking, 18 May 2017, by Rob Brown and Amy North.
https://www.thegrocer.co.uk/reports/digital-features/home-baking-report-2017/food-for-thought-how-britain-went-
bonkers-for-home-baking/552877.article

PROVINCIAL REPORT: ALBERTA By Karen Barr

The 2018 Alberta Food Round-Up

BeeMaid notes that consumers want the ability to control the
ingredients in their baking.

A Vast 
Business

The food industry in Alberta, 
encompassing both retail and food 
processing is a vast business. 
There are 2,236 retail stores, with 
sales of 12.6 billion dollars per year, 
making up 13.7 per cent of 
all Canadian sales. 

Marilynn Boehm, 
president, Alberta Food
Processor Association
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Sutton feels that in general retailers
need to be more focused on home-grown
items in their stores and the customers
requesting these items, by bringing the
farmers market into retail grocery. In fact,
according to a Statistics Canada report in
2015, Albertan families spent an average
$10,171 on food per year and almost 25
per cent was spent at farmers’ markets or
restaurants that use local ingredients.

Boehm adds, “The renewed consumer
interest in buying local is an opportunity
to bring more awareness to the abundance
of food products produced in Alberta.
Promoting local products in retail grocery
stores, through each chain’s buy local
program has proven very beneficial for
both processors and retailers.”
But Boehm also points out the

challenges and problems within the food
processing industry. “Competitiveness is
an issue with the food processing indus-
try, as energy costs rise along with
federal, provincial and municipal taxes,
transportation and logistics and labour
rates.” To ensure a successful future she
points out, “Programs to assist with
efficiencies and automation are necessary
to offset these increased costs. The
importance of the food and beverage
industry in Alberta and the rest of Canada
needs to be recognized by all levels of
government.” 
And what is the future of retail? Sutton

says it is about understanding the customer
and what they want. “Is it delivery or a
curated store experience — or both?  All

retailers large or small are looking at this
in Alberta.” She also says retailers need
to plan their course of competitive action
before large shopping convenience
companies such as the Seattle-based
Amazon move-in.
Additionally, Alberta will be raising the

minimum wage, on October 1. 2018 to
$15 dollars per hour, which will in turn
affect retail. According to the Government

of Alberta there are 104,600 workers
currently employed in the retail segment
that make less than $15 per hour. To
assist businesses the Government of
Alberta has reduced the small business
tax rates from three per cent to two per
cent, re-instated the Summer Temporary
Employment Program, implemented the
Canada Alberta Job Grant and other
initiatives.  But will this be enough?
The food industry in Alberta needs a

strong plan in order to continue satisfying
customer needs, while staying competitive.
The future remains to be seen.  ●
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Freson Bros., a family-owned business
with 15 stores in smaller communities
have developed a niche market by selling
Alberta products, thereby choosing a
different path than a conventional grocery
store. Offering only Alberta beef, chicken
and pork, the meat is cut in-store. They
also smoke their own beef and sausage. 
Albertans love meat. In fact, meat

manufacturing in the province makes up
55 per cent of shipments according to the

Alberta Food Processor Association. Grain
and oil seed milling make up 12.9 per
cent, while dairy product manufacturing
makes up nine per cent.

Blush Lane Organic Market, another
successful Alberta grocery chain,
partners with local farmers, producers
and businesses to support local gro-
wers  and carry the
freshest products.
“What started as a
farmers’ market
stall in Calgary
turned into a retail
store in 2004 and
grew into four
locations in two
cities — Calgary
and Edmonton.”
says Sutton “The
three young owners

had a deep family history and heart for
organic products and customers resonated
with the fresher organic market that was
Western Canadian-based.” 

Freson Bros. has developed a niche market
by selling Alberta products.

Blush Lane Organic Market partners with
local farmers, producers and businesses to
support local growers.

Lindsay Sutton, 
marketing development
specialist, Alberta 
Agriculture and Forestry

Meat manufacturing in the province makes up 55 per cent of
shipments according to the Alberta Food Processor Association. 
Grain and oil seed milling make up 12.9 per cent, 
while dairy product manufacturing makes up nine per cent.
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Pamper Yourself...Naturally

Sugar & Spice Bath and Body Care,  locally owned
and operated in Maple Ridge, B.C., is dedicated to

creating affordable, luxurious personal care
products that are good for the environment.

Their recipes have been designed using
only the finest quality food grade ingre-
dients available.   There are no chemical
based surfactants, animal by-products,
parabens or phthalates. 

For more information visit 
www.sugarandspicebbc.ca

Wild Coast FruitDark Chocolate
Whole Blueberries and Dark 
Chocolate Whole Cranberries

These dark chocolate treats hit all the
right buttons. Each berry is gently sweet-
ened  before coating them in a rich dark
chocolate. All Wild Coast Fruit products are
Non-GMO Project Verified and Kosher
Check certified.   Exclusively distributed by
Star Marketing Canada.

Mustard Handmade in Small Batches

Kozlik’s Canadian Mustard was established
in 1948 and has remained family  owned
and  operated  to this day, producing hand-
made mustard in small batches. Crafted with
100 per cent Canadian mustard seed and
with ingredients sourced from local suppli-
ers, the company is deeply committed to nat-
ural ingredients and socially responsible
business practices. Mustards are non-GMO,
gluten-free, and contain absolutely no addi-
tives or preservatives. Distributed by Star Marketing Canada.

Kashi joiNut Bars-Functional 
and Nourishing

Kashi joi bars offer imagina-
tive flavour combinations in a
heathy functional snack. All
products are Non-GMO Project
Verified, Certified Gluten Free,
soy-free and Kosher, with no
artificial flavours or colours.
There are two distinct bar for-
mats created for differing con-
sumer needs. “The Wellness
aisle in any grocery store can be over-
whelming with consumers often sac-
rificing taste for familiarity,” says
Christine Jakovcic, vice-president marketing, Kellogg Canada Inc.
“Kashi joi is shaking that up with purposefully selected ingredients and
carefully crafted flavour combinations to satisfy the unmet need within
the growing health and wellness market. In fact, we called the bars Kashi
joi because we believe this space will welcome the joyful eating experi-
ence and exciting choices that our bars provide.” 

Anna’s Country Kitchen New Nectars

Distributed by Bosa Foods,
these premium natural nectar
juices are a perfect complement
to any meal.  Made with fresh
fruit with no added preserva-
tives, artificial flavours, colours
and other unwanted ingredi-
ents. These juices create a
taste that is 100 per cent pure
and authentic.  

Available from Bosa Foods www.bosafoods.com

Matilde Vicenzi Fine Pastries

Made in Italy since 1905, Matilde Vicenzi fine Italian pastries are
made using Matilde Vicenzi’s original recipes using only premium,
quality ingredients resulting in puff pastries renowned throughout the
world.   Certified Kosher and Halal, these fine Italian pastries will drive
your cookie category sales!   New to Aurora Importing & Distributing! 

TyphooDecaf Tea

Typhoo brand Decaf tea has been available
on Canadian grocery shelves for some time.
Now, the Typhoo pack presents a bold new
yellow flash to promote this great product
benefit. Unlike other leading brands in Cana-
da, Typhoo provides the same (not less) tea quantity in their decaf
bag as in their regular tea bag. 

Fine Spanish Fare

Celebrate Spanish Heritage
Month this September with
the Duero Quince & Manchego
twin pack.   This is the perfect
combination of hard sheep’s milk
cheese paired with Quince — a
sweet, dense jelly made from the cooked pulp
of a quince fruit — ideal for entertaining and
snacking.   This innovative product was a finalist in
the 25th Anniversary Canadian Grand Prix New
Product Awards. A full line of Duero products is
available to elevate consumers’ shopping experience.   

Contact your Jan K Overweel representative for more 
information today!
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Expand Your Olive Oil Selection

Frutto dal’ albero oil is made from
hand-picked Coratina olives, produced
in a hillside region north of Bari, Italy.
The oil is harvested in November and
has an extremely low acidity (less than
0.2 per cent). The oil is bright green, an
attribute of its first cold extraction, with
small particles of the olive remaining in
the oil giving it a strong flavour and a
beautiful green colour.

Available from Bosa Foods  
www.bosafoods.com

SodaStream Fizzi One Touch
Sparkling Water Maker

According to Nielsen Insights 2017, 75 per cent of
consumers are looking to drink more water and with
SodaStream’s new Fizzi One Touch it’s even easier.   The
Fizzi One Touch has three levels of carbonation allowing
consumers to customize their beverages to more or less
bubbles.   And with a new sleek design it complements
any kitchen.  SodaStream Sparkling water users drink 26
per cent more water making it a must have in your store;
and a built-in category growth tool as consumers continue
to visit your store to exchange their C02 cylinders. 

Loacker Quadratini
– 20 per cent More Bonus Packs

Mouthwatering bite-sized
delights!   With five, light and
crispy wafers with four
layers of delicious cream,
this is a truly mouthwater-
ing bite-size delight!  Now 20
per cent more! Since 1925,
Loacker has been synony-

mous with using the finest ingredients with no hydrogenated fats, no
preservatives, no colourings and no added flavourings!   

Available from Aurora Importing.

Delverde Wellness Line
Introducing Delverde ChickPeas and

Flax Seed pasta!   This Chickpeas pasta
is rich in fibre and protein made with
durum wheat semolina and 30 per
cent chickpeas.   The Flax seed pasta is
made with durum wheat semolina and
24 per cent flax seed.   All Delverde
pastas are made using the pure spring
waters of the Verde river in Italy using

bronze dies giving the pasta a unique eating experience. 
Available from Aurora Importing.

Gavioli Mango Sparkling
Beverage

100 per cent Pure and sparkling grape juice with
no added sugars, preservatives or colors.   Now
available in Mango flavour! Rich in natural mineral
salts.   This product is a healthy, wholesome non-
alcoholic beverage for all occasions.    

Available from Aurora Importing. 

Prana Chocolate Barks

Premium Fair-trade dark chocolate and
three beneficial superfoods are paired with
crunchy, nutritious, organic ingredients for
the perfect feel-good snack.   These treats
offer a boost of goodness with balance-
restoring chia, antioxidant-packed matcha
or energy-lifting maca.   Distributed by Star Marketing.

Anna’s Country Kitchen
Walnut Oil

Anna’s Country Kitchen’s Toasted Walnut Oil is
extracted from the highest quality of walnuts. It is light
coloured and delicate in flavour and scent, with a nutty
quality. Walnut oil is used in cold dishes such as salad
dressing.

Available from Bosa Foods  www.bosafoods.com

Ocean’s Ready to Eat Tuna Products
Good for Health and the Environment

Ocean’s offers a range of tuna products to suit all
tastes and lifestyles. The company offers Snackits,
Salads and Flavoured Tuna. The
products are not just healthy, deli-
cious, and convenient, they are
also all responsibly caught. 

For further information visit 
www.oceans.ca. 

Paris
The world’s largest food  
innovation exhibition
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#SIALParis

For any question, contact :
Magalie Moreau
+ 1 438-476-2222
mmoreau@expocanadafrance.com

7,200 exhibitors from 109 countries

100% worldwide food retail industry

More than 2,500 innovative products submitted
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